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I WOULD inscribe these letters with the
•

«

* •
*

iictnvi o.r the great and accomplished

STATESMAN

whose lot it will be to deal with the political

danger. and^ national evil of \yhich these useless

, %

armies* are the cause
;
and in dedicating, with all

humility, this imperfect nS>.rrative to*

.THE EARL Dr -iDUFFERIN,

the student of history can hardly fail to recognise

#
“

the probability of his having, to imjtate in more

than one particular the polieJy of his great pre-
• “

deces^or,

LORD DALHOUSIE.





INTRODUCTION.

Tkk "sulpject discussed in the four articles,

which, by the kind permission of The Times,

are Here republished, is one that is certainly

not among the least important of Indian

problems. The Native States of India repre-

sent, in the imperfect form that ccmld alone

surv'ive so many rude {reversals and dicomfi-

tures at the hands of Englishmen, the dynas-

ties ’and systems of- government existing

before our time. The greatest of them have

vanished. With but few exceptions these

are the mushroom states, the patrinjonies of

unscrupulous adventurers,^ which came into

being and gained a footing during the decline

of the Mogul—that gfeat line of brave, wise,

and
^
magnificent princes,- stretching back to

Akbar and Baber on the throne of Delhi, to

Timour the arbiter of the world from his

palace at Samarcand, and to Genghis issuing

from his remote solitudes' on the Amoor to

bring twd continents into^ terror of his name.
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, Not tovliOTT i^jhe. cortsideNatkrti to be paid

wKi(;h is aKvays^due to those who are seek-*

ihg to perpetuate,the name* tfiat has gained

the respect and admiration of its age, and the

place that’endures in History. With the ex-

ception of the Rajpoots and Mysore, bbtlj of

whom we restored, there is none of* the

greater families that can claim forbearance on*

the part of the Supreme Government because

they are the natural hereditary rulers pf the

land. Not one can do so on accoynt of the

benefits conferred on. its subjects. The
restraint which we have placed on our action

is caused solely by the* treaties and arrange-

ments which we have on our own part con-

cluded with them. But •that restraint must

obviou^y be relaxed by every fresh evidence

that these ^chiefs^ are acting against the

Interests*of India, pr *that tfiey are rendering

the execution of our onerous task mora diffi-

cult. •
,

Within tht limits of the necessary space

the question of the armies of the ’Native

States is here as Jully investigated as tke

patience of the English reader would allow.

They are the most evident of* the evils
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accompanying taat form of native ^ule which

stands by its own prerogative.' Much n^ight

be said about the evils accruing from the

lavish bestowal of ihe privilege of adoption,

which allows the child of the beggar of to-

da\. to be raised to-morrow to the cushion of

authority and the seat of power. Nor are the

shortcomings of these administrations re-

stricted to military expenditure. The regime

.is bad and it is costly. The chief thinks only

of hoarding up his treasure, and resents as an

infraction of his right any request to expend

it in the public cause. As a matter of fact,

the true state of these feudatories is concealed

from outside gaze behind an almost impene-

trable veil of official discretion and forbear-

ance.

The armies are the one mark that cannot

be completely thrust out of sight. They are

kept as much as possible in the background,

but they exist
;

their existence is shown

unequivocally by our counter-precautions. It

is to these armed forces that the hand of

r*.medial legislation should be applied. The

States may remain ;
the armies in their

present size must vanish.^ No doubt some
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will resen\i t^e loss, and' -a 7n^y talk of

opposing it^; butethe reform. is inevitable, and*

the result assured, r The discussion of the sub-

ject recalls what was said by one of the chiefs

of the North-West wlten it was debated
whether surrender to Runjeet Singh.or to ,the

English was the preferable. He exclaimed,

“It is death for us in either event. 'If we'
are caught in the grip of Runjeet Singh we
shall die with the sharp pangs of Asiatic

cholera. ''If we come under the shadgw of

the British we shall pine aw^ay of slow' con-

sumption.’* * The prediction, although not

realised at the time, may prove true
\
but

none the less a duty is a duty, and here •the

path seerrrs to lie straight before us, to

abolish . these useless armies, to remove
possible dangers, and to husband thfe resources

in men and treasure of the great territory of

Imperial India.
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THE MAHRATTA STATES.
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NAXI.VE -STATES' OF INDIA.

I.

THE MAHRATTA STATES.

*VA*aous considerations, such as our increased

respon«ibility towards the people of India, the

cry of “justice to India,” and the possibility

of an external danger from Russia, cfimpel us

to recognise the fact that we must most care-

fully review and, if deemed -wise, -reaiirange

the relations of the native 'States of India

with the paramount power of the English

Government in that country.

• The p«oblem is much more complicated

fhan would b&.the case .had we only to con-,

sider whether the existence of these States is

•compatible—I will not say vith the existence

B 3
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-of our aiithority in Hin’d6st:’i'i, for that depends

on the will of the Englisl; people alone

—

but with the efficient discharge of the highest

obligations we have contracted towards the

Indian populations. Xor need we ht' em-

barrassed in our survey of that vast depen-

dency, which covers 1,500,000 square miles

and contains 250,000,000 of ’subjects, and

which,^on the map, still presents the variety

of colour derived from every form of grant

given by the Sovereign to its feudatories in

character of treaty, -sunnud, or engagement,

by any doubt as to the ease, rapidity, and

completeness with which the fiat might go

forth that it should become, what Runjeet

Singk, the Lion of the 1 Punjab, foresaw in

the future, uniform in its subjection—that is

to say, in its moral and material advantages.

We hatve to take into account that the

princes of these States and territories have

received promises apd pledges which can 'only

be ignored on one of two pleas : either that

they have not preserved the sense of the
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corresponding obligations which thj^y eithen
*

voluntarily contr^^cted or aIlo<ved to be im--

posed upon them
;

gr, secondly, that their

manifest incompetenc?* or v'ant of inclination

has cliu^?ed thepi to fail in the performance of

the ilfst dyty of rulers towards those they ^

rule.

^ 'Fhe subject covers so wide a field, and

iitvolves^so many different considerations, that,

Ml order to *devote that attention to it which

its Importance demands, \w propose to set

forth ill full the facts of our relations with the

native States, and the reflections to which

they give rise, in a series of article'fe. The

subject may be divided most naturally and

conveniently into four parts—(i
)
the Mahratta

States, (2)* the Mahometan* States, (3) the
• ^

••

Hindoo States, and (4) the Frontier States.

I place the Mahrattas, first, both, because

they pos^ss the greatest military power, and

alscf on account of their having been our

most formidable opponents in the past.

* The Mahratta States are. three—Gwalior,
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indore, dnd Baroda—ruled' *67 chiefs known
f

respectively as Scindiah,
^
Holkar, and the

Gaekwar, all of whom, possess the right to

use the "great Hindoo* title of Maharajah.

Our relations with each of thesQ Stattji go

.back for more than a hundred .years, ‘and

they were of great political importance at a

time when the English, as a commercial,

company, could" only make a stand ' against

numerous enfimies by arraying one Mahratta

House against afiother.

The nominal supremacy of the P^ishwa,

and the sense of a common peril which occa-

sionally united even the discordant councils

of Poonah, never availed to combine in a

single- league the Mahrafta chiefs, who, be-

fore they had become rulers, were only the

soldiers of the accepted head of their race.

Xhe defection of one often served to simplify

the discomfiture of them all. This" disunion

was the more r;emarkable, as. these families

produced several men of a high order of

ability during tlje last century—skilful ad-
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ministrators, prudent statesmen* gihd brave

soldiers.

In this respect none surpassed the House

of Scindiah, which *4iad *its founder in the
• •

slipi^er-be^rer. to Balajee Rao Peishwa, rto

furfhci; back than the commencement of th^

fast century. The position of a menial was

, to be coveted in the East for the facilities it

provided towards gaining th^ ear of a, despot,

•and Ranajee Scindiah turned his opportunities

to*e.\cellent account. He fed more than one

successful expedition against the Mogul

Emperor of Delhi, but. conferred still better

service on his master by the reorganisation of

the Mahratta cavalry than by any actual

victory in the fieU. A JagKir in Malwa was
^

the territorial reward of his services, and

formed the nucleus of the possessions of his

family.

Tp h*im succeeded in due course his

youngest son,. Mahadaji, wjio, on the fatal

field of Paniput, displayed the greatest valour,

and only withdrew after bis best men had
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fallen in a‘ vain resistance* to the Afghans.

Wounded by an Afghan ,l*)r^eman in the

flight, he was fortunate^ to escape with a

maimed ‘ limb, which tfoubled^him through

his after life. Mahadaji then.devoved 'hiifiself

•to the recovery of the power he hail l(js*t ui a

more marked degree than any other Mahratta

chief, employed French officers to drill his.

troops and form his artillery, and strove in
• f

every' way to place the House of Scindiah at\

the head of the Mahrattas.

The English fourtd him a useful* inter-

mediary in some of -their dealings with the

Peishwa,' and. while he a.ssumed the airs of a

sovereign, his neutrality was reaHy paving the

way to the* gradual weakerfing of the national

confederacy, which y.nion alone was wanting

to make powerful. The first English, treaty

with Scindiah was • concluded in 1781, by

Colonel Muir, actingr on behalf of* Warren,

Hastings
;
and it bound him to assist towards

the conclusion of peace, or, failing that, to
f

remain neutral .during any hostilities thirt

might ensue.
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The Treaty of* Salbye, in th^ /ollowing*

year, was negotiaitvci under his auspices
;
and’

the curious will find, on perusing the terms of

this convention, that Scindiah held the novel
.

• • -

*

positfon of. guaranteeing the good faith erf"

both^ihf English and the Peishwa. Mahadaji,

flattered himself that he was thus shaking

•himself free from the control of the Peishwa,

but the* overthrow of Hyder Ali, and the

^general extension of English authority, soon

matle him perceive that he rhight in reality be

only dianging one subjection for another.

for, although the high consideration always

expressed by the Company towards his person

was flattering to his vanity, the march of

Colonel Goddard \hroug|;i h*is territory, and

the capture of his famou,s fortress of Gwalior,

convey,etl a warning that his authority had its

limits, and that, at the best, his army was not

jnvinpible. His closing years witnessed,

indeed, the restoration of Shah Alim at Delhi,

the assertion at Poonah of his pre-eminence
I

among Mahratta leaders arfd counsellors, and
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•the deftjfof his hated r?»ral and neighbwDur

Holkar
; but they also bpifeld, and without

• •

his having the power, of preventing it, the

steady growth of EnglKh dominion.
• , t

• With the death of Mah^daji, .the sfer of

.the House* of Scindiah began* tq'wane,

although for a brief time it acquired increased

brilliance from the weakness of Holkar and

the state of confusion prevailing^ in ’Poonali.

Had Mahadaji’s successor, Dowlut Rao, pos;

sessed his ability, the triumph of Scindiah

might yet have been complete, As*it was,

his youth, inexperience, and want of energy-

only turned the higher opportunities secured

by his great-uncle’s ambition into the cause of

his nfOre Complete ^disconffiture. Because he

had once been use^il as an intermediary, it

did not follow that the head of thi^ family

Sfi2& to enjoy the position of a dictator in

Central India. • , ,

The overthrow of Tippoo. Sahib left the

hands of the Company free, and.the whole of

its resources wefe directed to the task of
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humbling Efowlut Rao, the cuft^ttment of

whose power had become the more necessary

as his Court afforded the last resort of those

French adventurers **who. had at an earlier

periftd ‘disputed ^with us the supremacy of the

Perfiiispla.. It is not necessary" to recall how

Ris military power was shattered on the fields

,of Assaye and Argaum by General Wel-

lesley, who exacted from him the Treaty of

•Surjee Anjengaum, by which he surrendered

in ‘three separate articles ihost of the places

conquered by his predecessor, and some even

of those which had been granted by English

favour.

This treaty, concluded less than ten years

after Mahadaji’s ’death, placed the ^1 to

Scindiah’s discomfiture; and although there

have been wars and intrigues since, the

stru^le of the Gwalion chiefs against theif

lot ^as tJways been unequal and well-nigh

hopdess. During the«Pindari war and the

final contest with the Peishwa, Dowlut Rao

wavered and displayed .the*inclination of hos-
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tility whith’cost him the loljs’of the strong

fort of Asiigurh.
^
# •

In 1827 Dowlut Rao, died, and as he left

no heir, and had persistently refused to adopt

one. the obligation was forced ,upbn« the

Jinglish authorities to interfere foe the nbmi-

nation of a chief. A youth, whose connection

with Scindiah, although the nearest that could,

be founjl, was refnote, was duly installed undeV

the name of Junkaji Rao, and to give him*

the better claim. 'they married him to Ihe

grand-daughter left by Dowlut Rao.* The

early years of Junkaji’s rule were disturbed

by the machinations of Dowlut’s widow, Baiza

Bai, but at last, in 1833, quiet was restored’

by hep barfishme*nt from thfe State.
.. • *

* .
•

Junkaji’s rule was ^unfortunate and discre-

ditable. His death in 1843 was a happy

i;elease foi* himself and his State, though it

again revived the dapger of there "bein^ no*

legal successor, fpr he left heii; neither of *his

body nor of his adoption. Recourse had

again to be made, lo the more distant scions
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*

of the family® •anrcj; by chance thft choice fell'

on a boy eighty j'ears old, who became Ihc

present Maharajah Jyajee S'cindiah.

Disturbances followed, and when an Eng-

lish Jirmy entered the State, the two battles

of i’tinniar and Maharajpore were fought

before the mutinous army which had repu-

^diated the authority of its chief, as it did

again fifteen years later on, was completely

jcowed.* During the Mutiny, the English

* Resident had to leave Gwalior in June, 1857 ;

but the; efforts of Jyajee Scindiah, ably sup-

ported by his Minister, Dinkur Rao, sufficed

to keej) the Gwalior forces inacti\'r; during

•the most critical period of the memorable

outbreak. In Jui»e, 1858, the army ,broke

’loose from' control, and joirfed Tantia Topi.

It suffered severely in tlie crowning victories

which *the present Lord Strathnairn gained

'round Gwalior.

Various rewards were, conferred upon Scin-

diah for his fidelity to the English cause, but,

• singularly enough, Dinkuf Rao fell imme-
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‘diately afterwards into thef,greatest disgrace,

and became the object of his master’s intense

dislikfe. It woflld almost seem as if the
•

Maharajah had rejjented Of the policy he had

pursued, and as if he regretted a lost oppor-

tunity. Such is a sketch of the House of
• . . ... * .•

Scindiah, which, if neither very ancient nor

very remarkable in its performance—except-

ing always Mahadaji, who was a man of

ability—still affords the most * favourable,

specimen of the. rulers of a native State.*

We have now to consider the obligations it

has contracted, ahd the manner in which

they have been performed.

The population of Gwalior State exceeds

3,ooo*ooo„but although th^; growth of popu-

lation has been t:odsiderable, due ’as mi;ph to*

increased accuracy of statistics as 'to the

actual fact, it is admitted that, under an

enlightened administration, it would easily*

support a much lai^er number of pe‘ople.*

The revenue which is ostensibly raised from

this population amounts to one and a quarter •
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million pounds -st^riing, or more seven,

shillings a head. At the same rate otir

.

revenue for British India* would exceed

seventy millions, without the receipts from

opiurn, railways, and other public works. .

At, i:he most “moderate computation, the

raXe of "taxation in a native State is half

again as much per head as it is within our

Sqminioqs. But it is probably very much
higher im the case of merchants, traders, and

die ivealthier agriculturists* for the returns of

the D^an Treasury exclude many of the

privileges retained by a native prince.

However, the figures which cannot be chal-

lenged make the case sufficiently strong.

What use does^the Maharajah, Sci^diah

make
.
of this by no mean^ inconsiderable

sum ? Does he apply it"to the benefit of his

State, tb the advantage of those three million

toilers who accept his decisions with the

fiesigifation of an Oriental population ? By
* treaty, injudiciously enlarged by subsequent

•concessions on our part at^ the time of the

Uttarpara Jaikrishna Public Libranf

cca.
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'.MutinyVJVi since, Scindiah, haij the right to

.maintain* an ‘army of 5,000 drilled infantr)%

6,000 horsemen, and 48 guns with 480

gunners.

„ When his army disappeared \vith the

Mutiny. Scindiah not only gbt rid of pjnkur

' Rao’s inconvenient counsel and assumed t^e

personal management of his own affairs, but

he devoted his main energies to
,
the re-

organisation of his army. The work proved

to be exactly to 'his taste, for Jyajef is

admitted by all to have the instingfs of a

soldier, and either he or his lieutenants have

displayed no mean powers of organisation.

The old Gwalior force possessed little co-

hesion Of discipline. S9indiah’s new army

possesses both,* arid is a highly ' disciplined,

and possibly a very efficient body ' of men.

The Maharajah has kept it as muchf out of

‘sight as possible, but all soldiers „who have

seen it declare it to be deserving (Jft.thfc

name of a re^lar army. One of the last

things done by
^
Lord Napier 'of Magdala.
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before leaving*Ibdii was to review nt^* and he •

declared that it vjpuld compare in no sense

unfavourably with our^own native troops*

Scindiah has not*l^ourgd for more than

twentV years In vain, for whereas by the

Treat)’* of Benares in i860 he was only to

hifve the number stated of drilled infantry

and sowars, he has converted the latter into

regular cavalry
; and by passing the former

through ^he ranks with considerable rapidity,

a’nd ^^ending the men home as soon as they

were efficient, he has certainly quadrupled

his foot
;
while he possesses six thousand

cavalry' in addition to the sowars fhat his

vassals are bognd by their tenure to provide.

No statistics ar« available, but* there is

eVery reasoh to say that *Scmdiah can call

upon the services of nearly 30,000 trained

soldiers whenever he may be so •disposed.^

There is tio question that of all the native

States, excepting perhaps N^aul, the army

of Gwalior is the most efficient and the most

•formidable.
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An ^)ri€ntal Court thir^^s 6f« nothing if not

of show, and it will be easijy understood that

the cost of creating thjs army, and of main-

taining the display suitable to this prince’s

4:astes and dignity in his palaces at ‘Liishkur

and Ujjain, has left but a very slender surplus

out of the annual revenue for those adminis-

trative purposes which are the taxpayers’

return and equivalent. The Maharajah has

always pursued as advanced a policy in con-

nection with railways as he has with regard

to the formation of an army ;
but* it has

required little sacrifice of principle to en-

courage the construction of a railway which

was made for the most part out -of other

people’s wmohey, and which possessed un-

questionable strategical and financial reconl-
4.

mendations.

Only 3b small amount beyond the sum paid

annually by the Durbar to the English

Government is devpted to the maintertance

of the highroads ; and it is stated in the

official reports that very little, if anything at
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all, has been*do«^ towards the oonstructioa
‘

of “village ro^s, bridges, schools, ^is-.

pensaries, and the other indfepensable acces-

sories of even a loV*civilisation.” So much
• •

has tiiis* been the case that even the bridges,

roads,* and monuments, which former rulers

left to perpetuate their names, have been

neglected and have fallen into a state of dis-

repair and decay.

. Gwahor is believed to be rich in mineral

resources, but nothing whatever has been

done 40 develop them. The people are

officially described as poverty-stricken
;
and

considering that more than half the State

revenue -is dqvoted to military expenditure,

and that by far the greater* portion of the

6ther and 'smaller half is inquired for the

personal expenses of the’prince and his court,

it is not surprising to learn that.the most
•

hecessary*works are n^lected, and that the

confluion of things is distinctly retrogressive.

As a simple matter of fact, this is entirely

' due to Scindiah’s heavy military expenditure.

c %
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•He cannot command the iV>©sf tfificient native
I

force in Hiridostan, and at the same time

perform all his ‘obligations towards his sub-

jects, who have the gopd'Tortune to inhabit a

naturally fertile region, but oneVhich requires

many irrigation works and greatly improved

means of communication, before they can

feel sure that drought and the cost of transit

will not baffle their most moderate •expecta-

tions.
'•

It must not be supposed that Scindiah is

unsympathetic in these matters when they

are brought before him. He is simply

ignoranl of them and of their significance.

His thoughts are engrossed in his army and

in military improvements, «and when the other

wants of his su'bjects are brought before him

by some accidental circumstance, it is an easy

matter to- grant a donation of a lakh to salve

the conscience of the prince, and to allay fot

the moment, if not popular suffering, at 5east

its expression.

There can be,no hesitation in saying that'
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Scindiah’s gfeat* military expendiluoe is both

excessive and unjiecessary, except on the one

supposition, which w^uld at once put him out

of court, that it is ^itecte^ against ourselves.

By tije ^iature|of our predominance in India,

as >^ell^as .by the terms of the Queen’s Pro-

clamation, the issues of peace and war rest

,with us. The Indian feudatories are for-

bidden* to wage war upon one another, or

•to emtJark upon any enterprise of external

aggression.

If they were to break this obligation the

offenders would be denounced as the enemies

of the State, and summarily dealt with. Not

a shot has JDeen fired in India since the

Mutiny and the abolition of the. Company

'except by* the soldiers of the Queen. The

army of Scindiah and those also of the other

feudatories are absolutely forbidden and pro-

'hibited from attempting the first duty of

solcliers.

Scindiah /nay not turn his highly organised

army, as he would like to do, to practical use
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for the humiliation of his fi^al Holkar or
c

of 'the Nizdm. He can only pass his leisure

in reviewing it, and in .dreaming of the use

to which some of his sviccessors may be able

t© put it. But for the time.its^ sphe/e of

action is restricted to the parade, groifnd.

I will not stop to consider here whether

the possession of so dangerous a weapon is,

calculated to stimulate ambition and ^streng-

then the treasonable inclination that must be*

natural to a brave and able chief like Scindfah,

who can never wholly forget the traditions of

his family. I am content to point out the

direct consequences of the maintenance of

this utterly useless and quite* unnecessary

army on v^nich Scindiah lavishes the greater

part of the revenue wrung from his poverty-

stricken subjects.

Those consequences are not merely the

diversion of a large .number of men from

peaceful pursuit^ by service in the Gwafior

regiments, but, in a still more striking degree,

the encouragement of military habits and
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ambitions am6ilg«tUe able-bodied population,,

which completel)^ distract the minSs of Jin.

Eastern race from peaceful* occupation*, and

unfit them for mahqpl labour. The male

population of ‘Gwalior may be divided intp
* •

two tlusses : soldiers who after their course of

ti*aining are loth to be agriculturists, and

^igriculturists left to the plough because

physicaHy incapable of becoming soldiers.

Jt is eaJy to understand that many of these

timt-served soldiers prefer the chances and

excitement of the dacoit’s life to sedentary

occupation in their native village ;
and we

shall hear more of the revival of daeoity and

thuggism in , Central India, unless sharp

measures are takefi to remind the Maharajah

and his neigbours of th*e obligations they

have accepted in this* matter, particularly

under the treaty of 1817.

The military system of Scindiah has

cre&ted a fever of expectancy among his

male subject, and has made civil life dis-

tasteful to them. The .diversion of his
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revenue.frpm legitimate CjJyeCts, to the crea-

tion of am army has entailed the decadence

of his State in* its material possessions, and

the people, left to they* own limited devices

jind resources, have failed 'to hold « their
• I

*

ground in face of drought, deficient ‘ crops,

difficulty of transport, and other natural

visitations and essential requirements in

which an Oriental population always needs
€

the support and initiative of its rulbrs.

It is from this cause that there are “the

descendants of proud Rajputs and high caste

Mahomedans competing to obtain the lowest

coolie employment,” as Major Keith told us

the other day, and that th^ subjects of

Scindiah ,are' described in official reports as

“ unfortunate” a‘nd’ “ poverty-stricken.”

Nor does the evil stop with the 'employ-

ment cf .so many thousands of Scindiah’s

subjects in a useless and dangei'ous pro-
^

I. I

fession ; for nearly 4*000 men of the Indian
•t

army, including more than 1,200 Europeans,

and three batterjes of artillery, with a crack
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native cavalry' regiment, are p5r\^anently

'

stationed in Gw%lior, at the fortress itself,
* • •

and in the Morar .cantonment, watching

Scindiah’s army and acting, as a counterpoise

to it.

Rdg'arding India as one country under the

pi^Dtection of England, which guarantees the

security of all alike, it follows that its people

art taxed to pay for Scindiah’s army and for

the force set to watch and neutralise it

;

whife, if it did not exi.st, at least 3,000 more

troops \!fOuld be available for frontier defence,

as 1 ,000 men in Gwalior fort would suffice for

all purposes if Scindiah accepted his natural

position as a great nobleman under the

English Crown.

* The second of the ^principal Mahratta

States js that of Indore, ruled by the

Maharajah Holkar, who, like Scindiah, traces ,

the origin of his House to a successful leader

of cavalry in th.e service of the Peishwa at

the beginning of the 1 8th century. Mulhar

*Rao, whose title of Holkar .meant nothing
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* «

*mpre th%n “ the inhabitartt^of Ihe village of
‘ Hoi,” was a not less remarkable man than

either Ranajee or Mahadaji Scindiah, with

both of whose careers his was for a great

part contemporaneous.

. He attained greater success than ^the* for-

mer, and when comparatively a young man
received the high office of Commander-in^

Chief -north of the Nerbudda. 10*1753 he

occupied Delhi and plundered the Emperor’s

camp, and in 1759 he took part in the battle

of Paniput, which, it has been thought, would

have proved a great Indian victory but for his

inaction at the very crisis of the day. Mulhar

Rao died in 1 766 ; but while his own achieve-

ments were most remar\cable, he was un-
• •

fortunate in his successors, who gradually

lost their fruit, and reduced the petition of

• Holkar to one of distinct inferiority to that

of Scindiah.

Mulhar s grandson died insane, and after

that young ruler’s mother, Ah^liya Bai, with

the assistance • 6f a skilful soldier nattle^
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Tuckaji Rao, had ^iven the dominions 0/

Indore peace for thirty years, another period

of disturbance ensued. Although Tuckaji

had acted throughout from disinterested

motived, ’thci line, of Holkar was destined*

to be coniinued in the person of his illegiti-

mate son, Jeswunt Rao, wjio in 1802 inflicted

a •defeat upon Dowlut Rao Scindiah, near

Poonah. * Unfortunately for himself he•came

into collision with the English power, and

after several defeats inflicted upon him by

Lord Lake, and an abortive attempt to enlist

the support of the Sikhs, he was compelled to

sign an ignominious peace on the banks of

the Beas, bearing the date of 24tt December

1805.
• •

Whether from disappointment or the effects

of debauchery, Jeswunt Rao himself went

mad, and his death in 1811 paved the*Way for

fresh disturbances in Indore. His favourite

widow, Tulsi Bai, ruled fbr hie son, Mulhar

Rao, until her.mutinous army disobeyed her

orders, and connived at her barbarous murder.
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Her p<yidy had this elemeht of prudence and

stability, that it leant on jbe English alliance
;

but her successors preferred the more adven-

turous policy of hostility. The troops of
'

Indore shared in the general lyiaHratta col-

lapse of 1817, and by the Treaty of l^luridisore

(6th January 1818), Holkar was deprived of

his numerous fiefs in Rajputana, and of all

his jxjssessions south of the Satpura range.

Above all, he accepted the protection of the

English.

By almost disbanding the army* and by

devoting every attention to the finances,

Mulhar Rao and his Ministers succeeded in

restoring spmething like order to the State

;

and although* there was more than one re-

bellion on a small pcale against Mujhar Rao’s

authority, things gradually settled ^own into

tranquillity. The relations with Holkar sud-

denly changed after the Treaty o!' Mundisore

from questions of*high policy of peace and

war to the regulation of the opium traffic, and

to decide whether it should be a monopoly or
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whether its takatioti should assume the form

of transit dues, .

Mulhar Rao died iq 1833* and a further

period of disorder ensued until the year 1 844,

when Vhe present Maharajah Tuckaji Rao*

was diriy installed in power by the direct

intervention of the Company. It is a some-

v^at remarkable fact that the present holders

of both of the titles of Holkar and Scindiah

owed their elevation to power, when mere

boysr to the act of the English authorities.

The population of Indore is now said to

exceed one million, and the revenue is rather

more than three-quarters of the same number

of pounds sterling. The latter has shown of

late years a marked ‘increase, abd the Maha-

rajah has several times announced his fixed

intention to raise it to a million. A large

portion of this revenue is derived from his

share in the opium production of India
;
but

still, *s'o far as figures go, tjjte subjects of

Indore contribute no less than 15s. per head

bf taxation, or three times as^ much as they
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* would ^<3 were they BwtisK ^subjects, ' The

Maharajah makes it his bqast that before long

they will pay

Another signihcantJact in connection with

* this growth in the revenue is] that mo^t of it

is devoted to one of two things—-mcteased

military expenditure, or to be hoarded in “the

State Treasury. In Indore last year not le^s

than ,1,000,000 rupees were added to 'the

accumulated savings of a rule of foVty yeac^:.

We shall return to this point in our* con-

cluding remarks and suggestions of af remedy.

Three-fifths of the revenue is spent on the

Court,* the army,*^ and the police, and one-

seventh is assigned to public ivorks. Holkar

is not silch a military enthusiast as Scindiah.

He only spends about f\’]o,<X30 a year bn

his army, and another 2,000 towards the

contingent. By treaty, he may only maintain

3,000 cavalry, some 5,000 infantry, afid

twenty-four guns. ‘But although he has not

followed out the same systematic plan as his

neighbour, he.can .dispose of a larger force
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than the above* especially as he has* created •

a police corps of pearly 6,000 m’erf.

In his capital there js also a larger number

of Afghan and Hindqstani. adventurers than

at GwaKor, while in munition, and weapons

of war
^
he, is particularly well provided.

Although heavily taxed, the people of Indore

^e much better able to meet their obligations

than in the other Mahratta States, partly on

account 6f the remunerative opium crop, and

p'artJy because Holkar has devoted his main

attention to business matters.

But even in this his policy has been

double-edged, and the advantages derived

by some have; been qualified by the disad-

vantages imposed u^on others,* The wealthy

hhve reason'to complain of*extreme rigour at

all times
;
and in cases where they happened

to be in litigation with the Chief or the
,

Durbar, ir is not unfreguent to meet with

easel of absolute injustice
;
while the practice

of transit dues fills the State coffers in a

Seemingly easy manner, at* the same time
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that it T;)rt)vides opportusifies ‘"for local and

subordinate extortion.

In this latter respept Holkar is no worse

than his neighbour
;
hut the two, happening

to hold territory which virfuahy ^h“ts off

Bombay from the rest of India .on the* east,

are able by rigorous and frequent trarfsit

dues to hamper trade, and in some cases

make, it practically impossible. The exac-

tions are made the more severe by* the levy-

ing of fresh duty whenever any part of the

State is entered, and owing to its conforma-

tion it not unfrequently happens that the

same baravan leaves and re-enters Indore

territory several times on its journey.

Quite •recently a feeling of great insecurity

was described as ‘prevailing in Iiidore amorig

the merchants, and although this was attri-

buted t® the excesses of Holkar’s younger

son, Bala Sahib, there is no doubp that it hid

its origin in the pressure of trade and fn the

dread of exaction on the part of Holkar’s

Court, aggravated no doubt by the truculence
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of the young iyince,*A^o is now releeated to

temporary obscurity.

Although the Inflfan Government does»not

always know of the^ jaffairs, and often will

not permit them to be published in their,

officiaj reports, one case leaked out some time

ago in connection with the proceedings of

Holkar against a member of the Bombay firm

oT Sassoon. This native gentleman, a British

sjjbject, was summarily arrested and his pro-

perty seized, on the pretence of a debt to

the Mal^rajah incurred many years before.

There was probably not the least foundation

for the claim, which was strenuously "denied

by the accused, and certainly the period of

limitation had long^ass^ by^. *Thf Maha-

rajah had even originally withdrawn his claim

when submitted to arbitAtion. Still, it was

only after a very firm and repeated,demand

for his release and the surrender of his pro-

pert)^ that the Durbar complied, and that the

accused regainetl his liberty.

• This case, it is to be feared, is only excep-
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tional 'iir involving the interests of a British

subject/ .Otherwise it was typical of Holkar’s
e

justice
;
and the reader will have little diffi-

culty in believing that ^ where the claims of

the State are concerned, - justice Js not

certain.”
1

The position of Holkar with regard to jthe

Supreme Government is, therefore, slightly

different from that of his neighbqur. rfis

military expenditure is comparatively great

and equally unnecessary
;
but still it doqs not

wear the same appearance of excess, on

account of the care and expenditure he de-

votes 40 the other branches of the admi-

nistration.

Holkar’s injportance prises from the posi-

tion of his State and from the fact of bis

wealth, which has kept him well provided with

the ,§inews of war. Mr. St. Georgfe Tucker,

qiij ex-member of the Governor of Bombay’s

Coi^ci},>who writes on this subject «. with

knowledge an'd authority, haS recently pointed

out
.
how easily communication^ could he cut
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between Bombay Allahabad bjj the main

line of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway*;

and it sometimes happens that this is com-

pletely effected by the breaking of bridges

or oth)fr accidental circumstances.

The. construction of an alternative line, by
# *

.

the continuation of one already existing for

the greater part of the journey through

Nagpur and the Central Provinces, is also

recommended, for the purpose of connecting

Bombay with Jubbulpore by two distinct lines.

A more direct obligation on the part of

Holkar is in the matter of his revenue, and

it should be strongly pointed out to him and

other native chiefs that they have no right

whatever to grind money out of their toiling

snbjects. The revenue of fhe’year should be

spent in 'the year, or remitted in subsequent

taxation.* That is a point quite beyond the

conception, of even the most enlightened

nati'x^* prince, but it is
^
one on which the

Supreme Government is bound to speak out

strongly.

D 2,
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Holk^rjs army is much ,smaller and • com-

fJkratively' l6ss formidable than Scindiah’s

;

but ‘he has better means * of raising recruits

and of attracting adventurers to his flag than

,the other Mahratta. Latterly he has devoted

much attention to his artillery, and has his

steam cannon foundry at Indore. His army,

whatever its real value may be, is deemed to

require an equipoise of not less than 4,500 of
<

our Anglo-Indian army in the cantonment of

Mhow, where one European and one native

cavalry regiment, three batteries of ,artillery,

nearly two European foot regiments, and more

than two native, are permanently stationed.

One thousand men, English and native,

garrison
,
other placps in** the neighbourhood

of Holkar’s dominions
;
and it 'must be re-

membered that thfs army of nearly 10,000

men is
,
permanently occupied in watching

and neutralising the armies of the two great

Mahratta chiefs. ' •

To this should be added' the Bhopal and

Malwa Bheel battalions (together 1,500
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strong), whicfi ^ • Sehore and ‘^rdarpur

virtually contribute, towards the object of
• •

maintaining peace and repressing the other

armies in the Central HIndia Agency. Large

as this force is,* there is no doubt that, in arf

hour of ^rave external danger, the garrisons

at Morar and Mhow would have to be in-

«reased.

We can, therefore, only arrive at the con-

clusion that the existence of the great Mah-

ratta armies, while unjust to the subjects of

Scindiah and Holkar, also bears heavily on

the Government and taxpayers of British

India, by compelling them to keep 10,000

men of their ’small army and^ five or six

batteries in permanent * inaction. *For pur-

poses of a trans-frontier, war or for frontier

defence, they may be, practically speaking,

eliminated from the numbers of oiir Anglo-,

Indjap army. These fatts are very important,

and raise some .serious dt)ubts.and reflections.

The third .and last of the great Mahratta

States is that of Baroda, nfled by a chief who
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' uses th^ sfyle of the Gaekwar. The Gaekwar

family traces its^ origin to Filaji Gaekwar and

his son Damaji, who were the lieutenants of

the Dhabaray family, which held under the

Peishwa the office of Senaputti, or Com-

• mander-in-Chief, in Guzerat. Damaji Gaek-

war made himself supreme in that province

before the close of the first half of the 1 8th

century, but his efforts to emancipate himself

from the sway of the Peishwa failed.

His subsequent fortunes were checkered,
r

and when he died he left his dynasty subject

to the payment of a tribute of ;^8o,ooo a

year. More than twenty years’ confusion

followed
;
but at last, in 1 778, alter our Treaty

of Pooruhdur, thq Gaekwar Futteh Singh

remained in possession, acknowledging his

subjection to the Peishwa. The policy of the

.Company being to break up the Mahratta

confederacy and destroy the influence of, the

Peishwa, several attempts were made to

detach the Gaekwar from his allegiance ‘and

to strengthen his^ ideas of independence.,
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But whether froftithe turn of everfts. or from
* " •

the individual incapacity of the Baroda chiefs,
ft 0

the fact is certain that the Gaekwar never

benefited by the numerous conventions he

signecf with ihe^Qompany, and never attained

the political ‘importance to which he aspired.

Various family feuds engrossed his attention.

hut they do not possess the importance which
• •

would warrant preservation. The treaty of

”1^02 gave the English an almost unlimited

power of interference, although specially

directecf against the importation of Arab mer-

cenaries from Muscat and Yemen.

These fanatical adventurers were ev*entually

reduced to submission by the action of the

English authorities
;
an ^nnutfl sunf of nearly

800,000, rupees was duly assigned for the

maintenance of order, and by several later

arrangements this amount was incfeased by^

adc^tjonal subventions* The overthrow of

the Peishwa released the Gaekwar froirt all

further engagements to the Court of Poona.

Jiis
,
relations with the • English became
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those o/' close dependehc'e, with, however,

only a small portion of the advantages accru-

ing from English rule.*
,

Latterly the Gaekw'ar’s administration had

deteriorated in efficiency,, and. complaints

became frequent. The right of adoption

—

a great favour and privilege among the effete

princes of the East—was conceded in i 86 ^,

but under Khundi Rao and his brother and

successor, Mulhar Rao, the confusion grey-

worse, and the gravest consequences en-
I

sued.

In 1873 a commission of inquiry was at

last appointed, and its report established so

serious an indictment against' Mulhar Rao

that he wks warned that immediate improve-

ment afforded the qnly means of cqptinuing

his rule. His marriage with his mistress,

.and other acts in which it was impossible for

us to take any part, led to the breach p^, all

relations between the Court .and the Resi-

dency, and at last the attempted ^poisoning of

Colonel Phayre resulted in the despatch ,of
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special officer, Sir LSwis Pelly, to. report on.,

the situation.

Mulhar Rao was su.?pended from power,

but in a weak moment ffis case was submitted

to a mi.xed cwnmission. The English mem-
« r

bers found him guilty of all the charges,

but Scindiah and Sir Dinkur Rao absolved

hhn of the more serious allegations. The

Government were, therefore, compelled to

act outside of this commission, and by a

decree of arbitrary, but undoubtedly just

power, to declare that Mulhar Rao was no

longer fit to rule, and he was consequently

deposed. The widow of his brother, Khundi

Rao, was allowed tq adopt Gopal Rao, the

descendant of Pilaji Gaeicv{p.r„ and, after an

eight yeacs’ regency, he was intrusted with

personal authority two years ago.

Accounts differ as to whether the promises

held Uorth by those who Vere intrusted with

his education wHl be realisedr* The atmo-

sphere of Baroda has long been tainted, and

thft Ministers of Guzerat * generally have
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shown ^neither capacity iloV public spirit. In

no other part of India .^s the tendency to

accumulate useless treasure more marked

than it is here. ‘

The population of Baroda .is about two

millions and a quarter, and • the revenue

exceeds thirteen million rupees. It follows

that the population is taxed at the rate *of

nearly twelve shillings a head, or more than

twice what is paid by English subjeits.’

Much of this revenue is wasted on an utterly

useless army of 516 cavalry, 3,000* infantry,

and 44 guns, while an irregular force is main-

tained of 5,000 cavalry and 7,000 foot.

With the exception of the mercenaries

from Arabia ai\d ‘ Scinde, this nondescript

force is almost .contemptible, except for

mischief and rapine. It only exists in order

that the people of Baroda may be taxed, and

that the ruler may wreak his will on \«7^tched

sections of the population, such as the Nimas

and other inferior'races. Perhaps, because h

is so utterly without use or valuer it.affcyrds
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stronger proof of the Anomaly of thpse armies,
^

which have no avocation, and which can only

be defended on the gijDimd of their providing

their masters with the \neans of playing at

soldiers.
,

• •

A dangerous game, it must be allowed,

among a dominant caste whose instincts are

mSrtial, and whose rulers possess many proud
• •

memories of past greatness, and of a period

when, but for us, they would have been the

V arbiters of India’s destiny.

Nor, if we think solely of the useless out-

lay, of the suffering of the people, gjround

down to pay the vast cost of maintenance, of

the diverted energy^ of the emljarrassment

these armies are accepted ir^ ajl our ’calcula-

tions as possessing the means of creating, can

we arrive 4ess clearly at the one obvious con-

,
elusion, that they- are completely unable to

justify* ijieir existence. By none would their

disappearance be* felt more markedly, or for

greater good, than by the peaceful and well-

behave^ indigenous peoples between the
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^Chumbu'l and the Nerbudda", who are now

given over by our excessive tolerance to

the Mahratta tax-gatherer, to be fleeced and

shorn for the purposes of an unnecessary and

' perilous display of martial power.
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TI^E'MAHOMEDAN STATES.

There are twenty-two Mahomedan States

Within the limits of India proper, but of

these not /nore than three can claim political

importance. They are Hyderabad, Bhopal,

and Bahawalpur. The other nineteen have

armies, revenues, and all the appendages of

power, but individually they are insignjficant,

and even collectively they do not present a

very formidable* appearance. It .is different,

however, witji the three I ba\(e named ; but

of these only the first has* the same kind of

power as*Scindiah and Holkar possess.

.If the old Mogul Emperors could regard

the p)cninsula in its presefit condition, nothing

would strike th^ni as being ’more strange

«jthan that the only relic of any importance
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left of the Mahomecfaa coa^uest should be

•the Ni*ani« dominion in the Deccan. It is

certainly singular to fintif on a brief investi-

gation, that the Mahomedan States of India

now consist only of Hyderabad, ^wo minor

Courts, and less than twe'nt/ chiefs^ who,

except in the rights to have armed retainers

and to receive salutes, are nothing more than

members of a rural aristocracy.

TRe history of the Nizam only dates from

the same period as that of the Houses, of

Gwalior and Indore. The Empero^ Aurung-

zebe had carried the arms of the Mogul into

Southern India, and, by the overthrow of the

proud dynasties of Golconda and Bejapore,

had estabUslied the authority of Delhi

throughout the Deccan. ,

Those campaigns marked the extreme

limits of the triumph of the House of

Timour, and Aurungzebe’s successors, feeling .

the strain of personal attention too* great,

appointed a soldier of fortune named Asaf

Jah, who had distinguished himself in the-.-
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wars .of Auryngzebe, to govern, this de-

pendency in the South, with the Ipffy titles*

df Subahdar of thV Deccan, and Nizanvul-

Mulk, which latter Citle means Regulator of

the St^te*

Thy family of the Nizam is neither ancient

nor exalted in its origin
;
and the exceedingly

lofty pretensions of this ruler are calculated

to raise a.smile among those who are aware

of the very modern date of his family, of the

humbleness of its origin, and, above all, the

barrenness of its achievements, Asaf Jah

was of Turcoman extraction, and it has been

said, - with probability at least in its favour,

that he was the descendant of one of those

Turcoman and Afghan soldiery whom

Humayoun, .the son of Babepand the father

of Akbar, recruited by Ithe bounty of the

Shah at Meshed and Herat for the recovery

of the Empire of India, from which his

brother Kamran had momentarily expelled

him.
•

* "

Be that as it may, Asaf Jah, appointed

E
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lieutenant in the South, showed no scruple or

"hesitation^ in throwing off his allegiance to

the . degenerate Emperoi^ of Delhi, after

having allowed the form of dependence to
(«

continue during the first ten years of his

residence at Hyderabad. ‘ In *1723 he de-

clared that he would pay tribute no longer,

and that he was henceforth to be treated as

an independent prince, although he retainecl

the name of Nizam. Asaf Jah. enjoyed

power for another quarter of a century after

this decided proceeding. Perhaps he owed

his long immunity from interference as much

to the jnfluence of his eldest son, Gha?i-ud-

Din, at Delhi, as to the weakness and hesi-

tation thefi* i>ecoming ^conspicuous in the

councils of that Court. ,

Asafs second son, Nasir Jung, became the

next Nizam, but his claims were" at once
»

disputed by his nephew, Mosaffir Juqg,

whose pretensions "received unexpected im-

portance front the "support • of Dupleix and

the French, at the time firmly established in^
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the Carnatic. I need not refer in any detail

to the events of this period, when for a short

time the claims of ^osaffir triumphed, thanks

to his powerful supporters. Nasir was assas-

sinated by some of his officers, and Mosaffir’s

forces were hrolight into a state of consider-

able efficiency by the military skill and ability

of Bussy.

* Mosaffir, like Nasir, was killed by his own

troops
;
^nd then Salabut Jung, the* third

son of Asaf, was placed in power. Salabut

Jung owed his nomination to the French, but

the tide of victory had by this time turned in

favour of the English, and one of the chief

acts of his short rule was to sign a treaty

ceding Masulipatan* and othet places to the

Company, a^id binding himself, moreover, to

exclude the French from his dominions for

ever. This treaty, which was the
^
first we

made with the Nizam, was dated May 14
'

1 7 59, •and Salabut Jung^ only part in it was

to append the following sentence, “ I swear

by God and his prophet, and upon the holy
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Alcoran, fhat I with pleasure, agree to the

requests specified in this paper, and shall not

deviate from it even one hair’s breadth.”

Salabut Jung was deposed in 1761 by

his brother, Nizam Ali, one of the youngest

sons of Asaf Jah, and he died irt prison two

years later. It was suspected that his

brother had poisoned him. In 1766 a

second treaty was signed, by which, in return

for ceVtain districts, a subsidiary force was

to be maintained for the Nizam’s service.

However, the embarrassment of the, Madras

Government was at the time serious and

obvious, owing to the pronounced ho.stility of

Hyder Ali, who had established his authority

in Mysorp, and threatene<£ to extend it far to

the north.

Nizam Ali broke* the engagements of his

treaty, apd invaded the Carnatic in conjunc-

tion with Hyder Ali. But good fortune did
(

no^ attend his share in the enterprise, ariU in

1 768 he signed the third treaty, making fur-

ther concessions, and abandoning the cause
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of Hyder Ali. In 1788 he was compelled tu

surrender Guntoor' to the Company, on, the

death of his brother, Cdzalut Jung; but he did

so with reluctance, and only under compulsion.

In the same year he sent his first ambassador
,

Mir Abdlil Kasim, the late Sir Salar Jung’s

great-grandfather, to Calcutta, to plead his

dhuse with reference to the claim of arrears
• •

for the contingent, which, either from Vilful-

n(jss or carelessness, was very irregularly

paid up.

In 1790 Nizam Ali accepted the offer

made by Lord Cornwallis of an jlliance

against Tippoo Sahib, then energetically

endeavouring *to carry out
^
his father’s

schemes
;

and although tjie. assistance he

rendered was very slight, ’he received at the

close of fhe war districts yielding a revenue

o( half a million sterling. It was his mis-

fortune to lose all the 'advantages of this

alliance in a war with the Mahrattas, who,

after a brief but decisive campaign, exacted

from him in 1 795 the disadvantageous condi-
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tions contained in the Convention of Kundla.

For^this discomfiture Nizaln Ali threw all the

blame on the Englis'h,^ who, he said, had

shamefully abandonee! him ; but
^

as the

Peishwa was at the time, equa^Ily with himself,

in alliance with us, it was out of the' question

for us to take up arms in his interest. It

would have been wiser for him to pay the

chouth, or tribute, demanded by the Court

of Poona, without attempting an ineffectual

resistance.
I

However, he preferred to sulk and to

take a^ high tone ; but it says little for the

clearness of vision at Hyderabad that he

imagined tliaf the troops who could not

resist the Mahratt^,s would be ^ble to with-

stand the English: His resentment soon

showed itself in acts. He dismissed' the con-

tingent, called in French officers to drill hjs

army, and began to think of throwing -in his

lot with Tippt)0 Sahib, then on the eve of

renewing his struggle with us. War seemed

imminent, when, with a return of common
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sense, the Nizam 'perceived the hopelessness^

of his project, rev€«sed all his proceedings,

and concluded another treaty of alliance

against Tippoo SahiB.

The N izam’s^troops took an inglorious parf

in the final War with that ruler, and the Nizam

himself again received as his share of the

5poil districts yielding no inconsiderable
• •

revenue.
^
The Nizam never had any cause to

complain of the results of his periodical

alliances with the Company. All these nego-

tiations led up to the important treaty of 1 800,

by which the subsidiary force was increased,

and the provinces detached from Mysore

were assigned* for ^ts support. ..During the

Mahratta war, the Niz’an^ more tTian once

maintained an ambiguous attitude, but the

most favourable construction was placed upon

hjs acts, and in 1804 he received a share of

.

the territory taken from the Peishwa.

Meanwhile, Nizam Ali had. died in 1^03,

and his son, Sikander Jah, had succeeded

him ;,but the reins of powef were held by the
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Minister, ‘Chundoo Lall,*Who was wholly in

favour of accord with the. English. Sikander
c

Jah is supposed to har.f<^ been an imbecile, a

state of mind often riiore beneficial to the

peoples of these principalities, and more conve-
f

nient to ourselves, than even the highest order

of intelligence, especially if there only happen

to be a Minister of .some honesty and capacity*;

and during his early life Chundoo Lall restored

the finances, establi.shed discipline in the army,

and faithfully adhered to the spirit as well as

the letter of his engagements.

In the Pindari and Mahratta wars of 1817-

18 the Nizam’s troops took a useful part on

our side, and^ in recompense for this a large

cession df territory' was granted in 1822,

while all the claims pf the Peishwa jo tribute

were set aside for ever. •.

,

Sikander Jah died in 1829, and Nasir-ud-

Dowlah succeeded him-; but by this, lime

Chfindoo Lall Jiad acquired the arrogance of

success and unlimited authority, and forgetting

the care and virtue*which had brought -hii^.intp'
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high office, neglected the administrsition that

he .had at first don«.so much to promote.

The internal mismanagement became at last

so marked, that the active intervention of
• •

English officers was. found to be necessary.

Notwithstanding treaties recognising “the

sovereignty” and “the independence” of the

NiXam, English officers were employed
t •

shortly befpro N'asir’s accession in settling

the amount of re\'eiiue to be raised in differ-

ent districts, while it was b) means of troops

led by English officers that some degree of

security wis restored to the highroads of this

State. Nasir’s first request was that this

interference might bg discontinued, and it

was complied with.
t

Its necessity and value were speedily

demonstrated by the revival of disorder, and

^by a return to a condition of insecurity. In

1843, wljen things had been brought to their

worst, Chundoo Lall was compelled to resign?

and the Nizam was informed that if the cost

iaf the qpntingent were allowcSI to again fall
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into arrear, a territorial 'guarantee would be

demanded from him. / After an interval,

during which Nasir, vainly attempted to

govern by himself, ‘Suraj-ul-Mulk, son of a
t %

former Minister, and uncle of Salar Jung,

was appointed Minister. But* either the

difficulties of the situation were too many for

him, or his capacity was not great, for* no

attempt was made to pay up the ^arrears due

on the contingent, and the deficit contipued

to increase.

Two other Ministers were tried, but they

effected no real improvement. In 1851 the

threatened territorial cession was demanded,

when, by. a great effort to avert the conse-

quences, the. Nizam paid up half the arrears,

which amounted,to nearly 8,000^000 rupees.

This effort exhausted the energies of Hyder-

abad,*and two years later the deficit had again,

become very considerable, and nothing had

been done .• towafds meeting the demand

tuinually as it arose.

In 1853 Lofd Dalhousie took th^ decided
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step of sending a Rfisident to Hyderabad,

the. late Sir John Low, charged with the

special task of exacting the surrender of the

province of Berar, to provide for the cost

of maintaining the contingent. A treaty
• •

was concluded* to that effect, and in return

for the surrender of this district it was agreed

thA we should provide a force of 5,000 in-

fantry. 2,oqp cavalry, and four batteries.

iVforeover, we promised, in the event of a

surplus, to hand it over to the Nizam’s

treasury. At the time it did not seem pro-

bable that Berar would suffice to meet even

the charges of the contingent, which the

Nizam had failed to*support with.'the whole

of his exchequer. But 'thf prescience of

Lord Dalhousie was justified, and the revenue

of Berar has for some years contributed a

.surplus to the Hyderabad rigime, while the

old cavse of dispute has beifen removed. This

signal improvement has been due exclusively

to the superior advantages and merit of Eng-

>lish.adipinistration.
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When Nasir-ud-Dowlah died, in 1857, and
c

his son, Afzul, succeeded him, the disorder

in the State remairted almost as great as it

had ever been, notwithstanding that^the main

element of dispute with the 'English had been

taken out of the hands of the'Niiam and his

Ministers. Even Salar Jung, who had been

intrusted with office in 1853, had done little

towards the result he eventually acfomplished,

when the Indian Mutiny came to crpate

disturbance in the State, and to stir into
f

activity those elements of fanaticism and

danger which were never wholly repressed.

In July 1857 the Residency was attacked,

but the ill-directed effinrts of the mutineers
• *

•

were repulsed
;
^ind Salar Jung^ regaining the

upper hand in his master’s counsels, succeeded

in preserving tranquillity during die rest of
«

the crisis. Towards thf close of the Sepoy .

war it was felt sife to employ some regi-

ments of the* Hyderabad Contingent against

the rebels in- Central India. In 1861 Afzul

went so far as* to remove Salar Jung f»om»
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office ; but the .Government of Indi^. very

quietly, but none the less pere’mf)torily,

refiTsed to allow such Vn unwarrantable pro-

ceeding. Salar Jung r'emained in office, and

Afzul-ud-J3<3wlah received a plain warning

that, aftf
i;

all, his *p6wer was limited by con-

siderations of justice and of right.

He survived this check eight years, and

when .he die;^J, in 1869, his son, Mahbub Ali,

born in the year 1866, was proclaimed

Nizam, with a council of Regency composed

under English auspices of Sir Salar Jung

and the Amir-i-Kabir. IXiring the ministry

of Salar Jung, Hyderabad enjoyed its period

of greatest tranquillity, and although his

death threatened to c&st tj^ings irffo confu-

sion, the Nizanj assumed at the* commence-

ment of the J)resent year the* personal control

of an inheritance the presei^’^ation of which

mainly due to th®t Ministers vigilance

and car^.*

The present Nizam has not been many

months in power, but already there are signs
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that tl^e old passions tare* ojily dormant, and

that th^ tendency to intrigue and to indulge

in a love of rapipe i^ tar from having been

eradicated.
«

Hyderabad has long been a, hpt-bed of

intrigue and self-seeking fnadhinatiqns, both

among natives and non -official Europeans.

It is the one place in India where corrupt

Englishmen have been found. .The ijnares

of the Nizam’s court have •• availed to

tarnish the spotless reputation in pecuniary

matters which the men of this cquntry have

gained in every other State of India. There

are -many indications that in this respect

it is as bad as ever, and it will not be
t

long bpfdf01 the incapacity of a youthful ruler

and the ovei'-confidence of ai\ inexperienced

Minister will entail those more* serious dis-

orderp which were gradually initigated, if

their cause was notlfremoved, during. Sii>

JSalar Jung’s long term of office.*
••

* Even in the short period since these lines were

written, the evidence on this point has accumulated.
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Hyderabad is, .without exception, tlje most

populous as well as the largest of ^11 the

native States. It co^drs an area of not less

than 98,000 square rrtiles, and contains a

population not exceeding 11,000,000. The

revenue,,at the* lowdst computation, reaches

four millions* sterling, and is probably more,

which shows the taxation to be at a con-

sidera^bly higher rate than is the average per

head in British India. The province of

Berar contains a population of two millions

and a quartgr, but at the time of its occupation

thirty years ago it did not contain a fourth

of this number.

The Nizam maintains an army of 8,000

The Nizam’s Minister, a young*man of twenty-one,

who has assumed* too lightly the honourable title of

Salar Jung, has not merely given himself up to a

perilous self-ifidulgence, but has more clearly repealed

^is inclination to pursue^ truculent policy, better

suited to^a daring prince than a<imid minister. His

proclivities are well known. His military schemes and*

political machinations * are watched. They will but

hasten the inevitable end.
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cavalry, 36,000 foot,, and, 72 5 guns. Of
« •

these, ^bout 6,000 men are Arabs, while it is

computed that the chiefand his nobles have

in their service not'fefwer than 10,000 other

mercenaries, Afghans, Beloochees, apd Arabs,

either as soldiers or as fjerSonal
^
retainers.

There is no doubt that the Nizam could

raise, at any moment he chose to stake his

existence on the result, one hundred thousand

men, of whom no inconsiderable number

would belong to warlike and fanatical

Mahomedan races.
,

This large army is watched, and supposed

to be kept in check, by the force called the

Hyderabad Contingent, numbering 8,000

men, %nd*which occupies the cantonment of

Secunderabad «and eight othef places in the

province. But ‘there would not be much

ground for surprise if the ver^ generally

accepted view as to the doubtful fidelity of "

this force, if turned against the Niaafn, were

to prove the correct one, for the Hyderabad

Contingent is nominally an army of the
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Nizani, although •paid out of the* revenue

of the English-governed province of Berar,

and notwithstanding^ that it is officered by

Englishmen.

If a Mi2am^ evjer could have the courage to*

unfurl'th^ gteen flag of the Prophet, which

I admit is doubtful, there would be small

thought of opposing his decision among the

contingent at Secunderabad. In this par-

ticalar the Nizam enjoys a superiority over

his neighbours, the Mahratta chiefs, and pos-

sesses a* mark of independence which they

have not retained, for the garrisons of Mhow
and Morar are composed of the regular

Anglo-Indian afmy,^with a large^ proportion

of Englishmen, and an exclusively European

artillery.

The reipources of a fertile province—Berar

—are consequently devoted to the * main-

tenance of a force of 8tOOO men, which is

admitted to be considerably iijferior to tile

ordinary native regiments of the line, while

it has to watch and counteract the Nizam’s
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army, which, if not the^ most* efficient,' is the

largest the Peninsula, and which is

attached to the wealthiest prince in India.

In the case of Hyderabad, not merely is the

• joint revenue of that State and^ Beraf wasted

in this extensive military expenditut’e, but

the forces maintained at great outlay are

distinctly inferior to the standard attained ^in

the fest of the country. '

The Hyderabad contingent is a survival

of a state of things that has long pas'sed

away, and it should be reorganised or

abolished, and its duties transferred to the

Madi'as or Bombay armies. In Hyderabad

we have lavishness of expenditure side by

side witii indfficienry in the result typified in

a more striking* form than anywhere else in
«

India; and this criticism applies with equal

force to the Nizam’s army and that anti-

quated organisatiop termed the Hyderabad

centingent.

.

There are several peculiarities in connection

with the Nizam’s dominion. Nowtiere else
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is the dominant c^te more obtrusive, and

nowhere else has it <ess real hold on the soil.

The ruler and the officlkls are Mahomedans,

but thejjeople are Hindoos, speaking in one

part Telugu and ‘in another Canarese. The

latter havd no* share whatever in the adminis-

tration
;

the former do not possess the

sympathy ^or attachment of the subjects by

whose thdft and labour they enjoy* the

pleasures of the town and the easy occupa-

tions of military life, or the mild excitement

of plotting against each other, varied by the

discussion of the still more attractive theme

of what they will do when the hour of those

.^English has passed away.

But the Mussulman of , Hyderabad is

altogether too proud and disdainful to have

anything ito do with agriculture and
^
trade.

H^ will only accept their results, leaving

to the*Hindoo subject, whom he never really

conquered, but who accepted' him as a

possibly better ruler than the Mahratta, the

4oil»andi the burden. He'mu'st be a soldier.
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, an administrator, or “ofie "of those idle

poHticians of native capitals who rearrange

the map of India to their fancy, and speculate

on the consequences of Russia’s advance

*in Central Asia, and of Eijglani^’s embarrass-

ment in Egypt.

Hyderabad, and the other towns of the

Nizam’s dominion, swarm with these dron^^s,

who flourish on the receipt of some nominal

office or of a jaghir, from which the last

rupee is wrung by their overseers and mana-

gers. It is for such men as these, and for a

system of government whose raison d'etre is

simply their existence in a state of opulence

and idleness, that th^ Nizam’s authority

is maintained as tHh most intensely fanatical

and self-seeking M^thomedan ^dgiinistration

in the peninsula over io,ooo,oc)Q Hindoo

subjects in the uplands of the Deccan.

The people of that portion of India^ ,which

is" neither ' jach rfor favqured in natural

advantages, are taxed every year not less

than ;^5,ooo,ooo sterling to maintain an atpy.
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of more than • ^0,0^ men, a c«urt and

administration on the most costly kale, and a

dominant race which never has conferred, and

which never will confer, a single benefit on

the pofJhlation that supplies it with the means,

of indnlgepce,

With no exposed frontiers to defend, the

r^zam maintains an army for which the

equivalent for British India at the same^ ratio

to .the population would be more than

on5 million of men. By reversing the

comparisftn, it may be said that the armed

forces of Hyderabad are five times too

numerous. For a State of its dimensions,

10,000 soldiers, including the contingent,

would be amply su/hcienf. •

Although the Nizam has been allowed, by

official cjonsent, not merely the premier

place among the Indian feudatories, but even

a {)osition of g'msi independence, there is no

State in India wherein pur interference has

been more often rendered necessary by

internal discord, and carriejl into effect in
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complet^disregardof imam’s soverfeignty.

These proceedings have been always justified

by 'the facts of the case*

The Nizam’s sovereignty is a mere fiction,

,a hollow pretence that, but for tusj would

never have possessed any meaning.* It is

true that Asaf Jah emancipated himself from

the control of Delhi, but his successors

would several times have fallen • the easy
c

prey of the Mahrattas on one side, or, of

Hyder Ali on the other.

They owed their escape from either of those

fates solely to our intervention and protec-

tion
;
and although the Nizams never failed

to assert their independency and to receive

our advice^iti a h^lf-resentful manner, they

were always obliged in the end. to recognise

the facts of their ’existence, and to comply

with our requests, which have generally been

made with hesitation, and only insisted upbn

wjien things, had begn brought to thefr worst
*• .

stage.

Our relations jv^ith the Nizam prove that
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we have repeatedly, recognised our obligation

to befriend the people against the* State, and

although our advocacy^ and assistance hive

always been tardy and sometimes too long

postpoiftd* they ^have, in the last pass, been

.

exerted to, show the Indian world that even

the Nizam must be amenable to reason, and

tl^t under the present dispensation, the duty

of defining what that is rests with Ei^lish
. . •

opinion.

In face of what has been done in the

Nizam’s ^dominions, it is quite beside the

point, and almost absurd to maintain, that our

predominance does not carry with It the

right as well as* the obligation to make any

reform we may deem .necessar^for the

benefit of the subject popufatfons.

Few will be so sanguine as to suppose

that the Court of Hyderabad can be purified

by any process short of, abolishing it; but

the mam points will be attained .by a reduc-

tion of the Nizam’s army, the removal of

the 16,000 mercenaries, and. the substitution
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of an Anglo-Indian gar^s^if for the Hyder-

abad contitigent. When such an alteration

ha» been consummated, more than two

millions sterling a yejir will be left free for

^employment towards the material wrffare of

the people, and the elements of combustion

will have been removed from the one great

powder magazine of Mahomedan fanaticispi

left in India.

The second Mahomedan State ‘is that, of

Bhopal, and the name suggests so many

memories of loyalty and devotion, ‘that the

reader will be prepared to find criticism dis-

armed) and the strictures passed on more

famous and powerful principalities absent from

my review/ this njitive ’territory.

Bhopal waS founded ^ an « autonomous

State by Dost Mhorned, an Afghan official

in the service of the Emperor Aurungzebe.

He must have been a fellowrsoldier wfth

A§af Jah, the founder of the Nizams. The

peculiarity of Bhopal consisted in the fact

that it was virtyally an Afghan State, for
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the officials and * lea^iing men were all of

Pathan extraction. Dost Mahomed’s suc-

cessors for the whole of the 1 8th century wfire

weaklings, unable to make the best of a diffi-

cult potion in the midst of the stronger and

more ntimeroys Pindaris and Mahrattas.

At last, however, at the beginning of the

present century, Bhopal found a ruler of more

than- ordinary energy and capacity in Vizier

Mahomed.* His successful defence of Bhopal

for 'nine months against the whole force of

Scindiah in 1813, was a brilliant achievement,

and obtained for him the support and sym-

pathy of the English authorities, who?e aid

he had openly implored. No formal alliance

was concluded, and Vizies Mahmn^’s death

in 1816 mig^bt hav^ entailed* the collapse of

the negodations.

However, Bhopal was deemed from its

position to be. of advantage during the opera-

tions of* the Pindari war in 1817^ and the naiw

chief, Nuzzur Mahomed, was taken into our

alliance. In January, 1817, £hopal accepted
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the protection of the poglish, and a* formal

treaty, concluded in the following year, ce-

mfented the new connexion.
» •

The Pindaris, who had made Bhopal one

of their head-quarters, were ex^lled*by force,

and the principal freebooters of Central India

were deprived of their most convenient rest-

ing place. Unfortunately, Nuzzur Mahon\ed,

who_ inherited his father’s ability, was -acci-

dentally killed by his brother a*^ short .time

after this treaty. His widow, the Khddsia

Begum, displayed great skill and prudence as

Regent, ‘and when Nuzzur’s successor and

nephfew, Moneer,* attempted to oust her, he

was defeated and set on ono side,

Anoth^Tieir w^ chosen, but the Khodsia

B^^m desired ‘to retain poweriherself. Her

daughter, the Sikander Begum, also had views

of her own. A civil war broke out in 1837,

and although a Reconciliation was effected

under the auspices* of the English, by which

the Khodsia B^^im retired into private life,

it was clear that the settlement was only tern-

porary.
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The ‘death of* the Nawab in i8444)rought

the two Begunrs back to the political arena,

and, after nearly three gears’ confusion, the

Sikander Begum was proclaimed Regent. In

1859, a^a reward for the conspicuous loyalty

which, Tinder arduous circumstances, she dis-

played during the Mutiny, her long-repeated

d^ands to be recognised as ruler in her own

right were ‘complied with.

TJiis favour was rendered the greater by

the* fact that the Bhopal contingent had

mutinied, ‘like its neighbours in Gwalior and

Indore, so that the assistance of the ruling

family was restricted to expressions of Idyalty

and the protection of individuals. In the

case of Bhopal, the Begum succ^ded in

keeping her .hold over her own troops, who

rendered §ome excellent service in the Central

India campaigns. For this she was rewarded

with tjie gift of certain districts, and received

the honours that would have been her due*if

a man.

JThe extent of Bhopal State is 8,200 square
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miles, With a populatioiiof mhre than ^00,000.

While fhe ruling family and Ministers and

soldiers are Mahon^edan, nine-tenths of the

people are Hindoo. ^ The revenue is rather

less than 140.000 sterling,^ or abduf the fifth

of that of Holkar, whose subjects* ‘are not

much more numerous. In Bhopal, the people

are less taxed than in British India, as indued

shoqld be the case in all the native States,

unless they were obliged to take a larger

share in Imperial obligations.

But if Bhopal can meet all its Obligations,

maintain a small army as it does, and pre-

serve its foreign authority over an alien people

on a revenue not exceeding^ 3s. 6d, a head of

populatl^ it will* be desirable to ascertain

why other States cannot do the^same. The

Begum also has her army of 2,299 infantry,

700 cavalry, and nearly 60 guns
;
and she

pays ;^20,ooo a y^r in support of a raiment

known as thq Bhopal battalion.
9 •

This battalion and the ordinary troops of

our army hav& taken the place of the old
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contingent. Thfe significance of whafisdone

in Bhopal is increased by reference* to the

considerable material advantages which tKe

State has derived from the enlightened

administratlbn ^ of, three successive Begums.

Many usdful works have been completed and

carried out.

Bridges and water-works were constructed

by the oldef Begums, of whom Khodsia died

in 1882 : but the latest reports seem to show'

that ‘her grand-daughter, the present Begum,

does not devote quite the same personal

inspection to these matters that her tw’o pre-

decessors did. Still, Bhopal remains a niodel

native State, and ^one where, generally

speaking, it is only necessary to indicate the

direction ofjjeform for the subsequent mea-

sures to b§ put into force.

The third of these Mahomedan States is

Baha\^pur, which lies south of, but imme-

diately contiguous to, the Punjalj, from which

it is separated by the Sutlej. In older days

it jiad been included within the Afghan
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• * •

domtnidn in Northern* Indih, but after the
• t

disruptibn of the Di^rani monarchy, its

independence was ^ot formally recognised

until the treaty of 1833, which regulated the

traffic of the Indus,

The Nawab of this State pursued a very

generous policy in commercial matters before

our conquest of the Punjab, and he naturally

felt strengthened in his belief as to its wisdom

after that event. In 1850 this Nawab died,

and after a younger son had been proclaimed

ruler, the eldest succeeded in gaining authority

and in exiling his brother. This chief, named

Mahomed Futteh Khan, died in 1858, and

was duly succeeded by, his* son.

The ^iled unefe, refusing to give up his

intrigues, was placed in confinement in the

fort at Lahore. The population of» Bahawal-

pur rfumbers 500,000, with a revenue of
c

almost ;^200,ooo. * The Nawab mainl^ns an

afmy of 360 cavalry, 2,500 infantry, and not

fewer than 80 guns
; but, considering his

position near the* frpntier, this force does
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appear ^cessiveS AU that we shoulc^require

in his case would be that his army should be

made effective, and th^t it should take an

assigned place in the garrison of our north-

western provinces. Its numbers, if not so
^ • • •

great a<? to justify a charge of extravagance,

are still too great, however, to allow of

efifjpiency. Bahawalpur might easily supply

an efficient and well-trained battalion, of

infantry, with a troop of cavalry and a few

gunS, which might thus form a useful part of

the Punjab garrison.

The remaining nineteen Mahomedan

States do not call for individual description,

although it may b^ desirable that their

names should be recorded in order ‘of pre-
• •

cedence. Tjj^y are the Nawabs of Tonk,

Rampur, J[oura, Junagarh, Radhanpur, Cam-

bay, Baoni, Maler Kotla, Koorwai, Mufndot,

Suchii^ Dojana, Loharoo, and Patowdi
;
the

Mir of Khairpur, the Dewan of -Pahlanpuf,

the Sidi of Janjira, the Jagirdar of Bungun

Pulli, and the Babi of Bulsinore.
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. These nineteen noblemefi occupy States
• •

scattered over the whole of the peninsula,

from the Himalayas^ to the Deccan. They

are the survivors of the wave of Mahomedan

violence which at different times ‘•bfbke over
• *

the Indian frontier, and penetrated as far

south as the river Kistna.

Collectively, these nineteen States have a

population of more than 2,000,000, a rev enue

of .1^900,000, and armies of aliout 15,000

men. To the Imperial Exchequer ' this

group of princes contributes no Inore than

;^6,6oo per annum.

It* can hardly be denied that this contribu-

tion is much too smdl Icom these petty

rulers, ^Ko, through the instrumentality of

our supremacy', which obviateg^all need for

care or vigilance on their part, are able to

extract from their subjects a revenue for

personal uses of qot less than los. per head

of population. Very possibly the main evil

in these miniature courts is self-indulgence,

and not military display; but the latter is
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more vulnerable to. our attack, and once

cured, many other evils may also b‘e expected

to*disappear in its tram. •

Regarding the Mafiqpiedan States of India

as a whelti, it may be affirmed that they do

,

not present the same vigorous appearance as

the less numerous Mahrattas, who, combined,

have not the population of the Nizam’s

donjinionsi alone. They are all more or less

in ^ state bf decay
;
and while their popula-

tion amounts to nearly 15,000,000, less than

one-third of them are Mussulmans.

Of the more than 40,000,000 Mahomedans

in India not one-eighth live in these native

territories
;
the ,yast majority are the imme-

diate subjects of the Eijglish Crov.m. Hy-

derabad is a focus of intrigue and sinister

aspirations, but it may be doubted whether

its influence is as great for the purposes of

reKgious propaganda as^ that of the com-

muniti& of Patna and .other cities in tjie

north.

The latter of these States consist of sub-

o
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jects governed by aliens in race and religion,

who make* it a boast that their creed forbids

them to be anything* *but soldiers. The

appearance of, the Epglish insured the con-

,
tinuation of this system long afterJt»» vigour

had been sapped, for, but for us,|the Mahome-

dan regimes would have been swept away by

that Hindoo revival, of which the Mahrattas

and the Sikhs were the most formidable

national development. ‘
,

The responsibility of having interfered with

this natural process of Hindoo deliverance

rests upon us, for it was we who saved the

Nizam and Bhopal from the Mahrattas, and

contributed to make Bahawajpur independent

of Runjeirf Singh. ^This responsibility, if not

recognised in* this sense, has at least been

acted upon.

Our.interference in Hyderabad, despite the

flattering fiction of independence, has been

mpre mark^ and ..more inquisitoriM than

anywhere elSe; but the results have been

spasmodic and irregular, because we have
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left the*duty of carding out our suggestions

and the requirements of experience and

knbwledge to the Niz*am’s own agents. No
certain amelioration wi^ be effected until we

apply the, Berar system to the rest of

Hyderabad, an<f succeed in inducing the

Nizam to diminish his army, to banish his

mercenaries, and to acquiesce in the sub-

stitution of. Madras regiments for the Hyder-

abad contirfgent. Practically, the question of

our .relations with the Mahomedan States of

India resolves itself into the difficult problem

of our relations with the Nizam.

G 2
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•the; HINDOO STATES.

T^iERE are ninety-three Hindoo States in

India, excluding Qashmere as a frontier

Stale, in addition to the three great Mahratta

principalities already described, and they

present every degree of size and importance,

from wealthy Mysore and the rich Rajpoot

princedoms, down to the petty Rajah of

Soanth, with his*Tewenue of ;^3,ooo and his

salute of nine g^ns.

They may be conveniently treated in the

followingtgroups :—The State of Mysore; the

principalities of Rajpootana; the territories

depei?c[pnt on the different Governments

in their order; and lastly, the ‘Sikh districts

which are in political relationship with the

Punjab?. It may be observed that under this
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class I have to treat of die bulk of the popula-

tion of wTiat is termed Ihdependent India,, as

out of a total of 5o,oopjooo of people coming

under that category,* this group of States

‘possesses not less than 27,000,000.'

Their importance is certainly^ increased by

the fact that for the most part they are

the natural rulers of their States, and that

the people are at one vyith their] chiefs, in

sympathies of race, religion, and caste, it is

rather the reform and increased efficiency of

their administrations, than the wholesale

disappearance of these States, that is in

the highest degree desirable
;
but a little

consideratiop will show € that in the majority

of cases the abolition of their armies is
r

essential.

The early history of the ancient dynasty of

Mysore must here remain untold. Its dis-

appearance for a * time from the pelitical

nfanagement . of the State, was coeval with

the commenceineftt of our interest in its

affairs. The first English treaty with hjysote.
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in 1 763, was iif the •character of a* firman,
• •

conceding to the Cojiipany certain tfade ad-

vantages, and signed bj;Hyder Ali, who had

then only recently depo^sed the Hindoo ruler,

Chickna * Krisj;n^ Raj Wudayer, and esta-

blished* himsdf in his place.

Three years later this bold adventurer

'co«quered Malabar, and although he con-

firmed all |the privileges possessed by, the

Company in that territory, he roused the

apprehensions of the English by his warlike

proceedings and by the display of an ambition

and capacity which threatened to interfere

with and stop the new career of conquest

opened out for thtTpqjple of this island by the

genius of Clive.

A war ensued in 1 768-9,^ wlien, after some

early successes in the field, which frightened

the Nizam into making his submission, the

Madras authorities were •in their turn so
t

much alarmed at the sudden appearance ®f

Hyder Ali before their town that they con-

cluded^ a treaty of peace, based on terms
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equally favourable to *b6th sides. On the

conclusion of this wa® Hyder turned .his

arms against the Mahrattas, and he de-

manded the co-operation of the English in

his adventure.

The application was naturally r^ected, and

although the disunion of the Mahrattas pre-

vented their retaining the prizes of victory,

Hyder had the mortification of cqnducting a

campaign in which he was uniformly ' dis-
f

comfited. It is said that he attributed his
«

reverses to the falseness of the English in

not joining him in a hostile undertaking

against a people with whom they were then

in alliance..

From that time* until his death in 1782,
#

Hyder Ali made it his main object to em-

barrass and humiliate the English*; and his

last war in 1780 was sufficiently doubtful^ in

its results to justiff a belief that, had, his life

b?en prolonged, he would have made a very

protracted resistance to the whole of the

available power* of fhe Company, if, indeed,
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he might not have* i^gained something
,
of

wh^t he had lost. .

.

a

His son, Tippoo JS^hib, continued his

policy with all his father^ energy and ability ;
" * * •

but it is doubtiiul if possessed that natural

military Icnowtedge and capacity for leading

an army in the field which was once common

^nftugh among Asiatics, but which, in a high

degree, Hyjler Ali seems to have' been* the

last <5f them to reveal.

The expulsion of the French, upon whom

the Mysore rulers had counted for consi-

derable assistance, compelled Tippoo to sign

the Treaty of Mangalore in 1784; and when,

six years later; he 1iad recourse to arms, his

failure was so complete tltat he had to sue

for peace, give his sons as hostages of good

faith, and acquiesce in the surrender of half
m

his dominions, besides the payment of a laige

indemnify.

Disaster did nof teach 'him prydence, anS

three years after the Treaty of Seringapatam

he was^ain intriguing with the French and
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the Maftrattas, and pr^aring his army for a

final tussle for power.*^ That struggle was

destined to decide his^ pretensions for ever,

for, after a sharply (Contested but brief cam-

paign in 1799, his stronghold^ of‘Seringapa-

tam was captured, and he himselfwas'slain in

its defence.

With his death Hyder Ali’s dreams, of

dominion came to an end, and the brief period
»

of Mahomedan sway in Mysore terminated.

The grandson of the Hindoo ruler w'hom

Hyder Ali had deposed was placed in power,

and during his minority the State was ably

governed by a Minister named Poornia
;
but

this satisfactory cond^'tioti of things was

speedily altered after the assumption of per-

sonal power by* the Maharajah in 1812.

The misgovernment of this rujer was so

greaf that after he had squandered the large

sum saved by Poosnia’s thrift, and embaprassed

the finances, of his State in every direction,

his conduct provoked a mutiny among his

own troops and subjects. The English
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Government wa» at last compelled to iflterfere,
• •

and in 1831 it assumed the practical* control

of his territory.

More than thirty yeirs later Sir Richard

Tem'ple* 'described a visit to the deposed

Maharajah, at, his residence in the city of

Mysore, where he lived on a large allowance

^wid by the English, who administered his

State for him, restored order to its affairs,

and in a short space of time more than doubled

its revenue. Various administrative changes

were carritd out at different times with a view

to give the State the greatest possible ad-

vantage from its connexion with English’rule,

and in 1869 ^yccre^was made a chief com-

missionership.

These reforms were completed in 1873; but

during these later years the young heir of the

family had been carefully educated and trained

for \he duties of his posititm, and on arriving

at a suitable age he was. intrusted with the

administration three years ago. After enjoy-

ing English government fpr fifty years,
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Mysore again passed jnto tfce hands of the
• •

head of* the old Hindoo family which Hyder
t •

Ali had expelled and the English had restored

in the last days of th^ 1 8th century.

The population of Mysore exceSds five
• • •

millions, and as the revenue is^noj more than

;^i, 250,000 it is clear that, thanks to English

interference, the Mysoreans are only taxecj/^"

the^ame rate as if they were the immediate

subjects of the Queen. A small *army alone

is maintained, and although the Maharajah

has the right to keep up 2,000 cztvalry and

the same number of infantry, the force actually

under arms does not much exceed one fourth

of that total.

The British amtonment at tiangalore,

towards the m^ntenance of which the Maha-

rajah contributes by treaty nearly^ a quarter

of i million, effectually and economically

provides for the security and tranquillity of

the State. • In whatever manner the present

Maharajah may •signalise ’the return of his

family to power, whether the event prove to
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his credit or the reverse, the present satis.-

factory condition of Mysore is due’ solely to

the* interference of England and the lortg

assertion of our officiaf Authority, Whether

as a» ptfec^ent of intervention, or as an

unanswerable proof ’of the benefits conferred

by English rule, there could not by any

possibility be a stronger example than

Mysore.

Tl^e principalities of Rajpootana, ruled by

chiefs who represent the most ancient aris-

tocracy of* India, and who claim an unbroken

descent from the heroes of the Mahabaratha,

next demand attention ; and the Maharajahs

of Oodeypore, Jeyp'»re, Jodhpore, and others,

possess a territorial powef and exercise a

political influence that, if tlfley were only

united, would make them *as formidable a

group of rulers as any to be found from* one

end of the Peninsula to the other.
• »

Of thhse, Oodeypore has been alloweej

precedence on thd ground, of his lineage,

which, it* is asserted, descends from Rama,
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the mythical King of Ajpudhia, and 'because
• •

he dates as an independent prince from the
• • •

second century of our era. But, despite this

long descent, our rel|itions with the Rajpoots

only commenced in the present canliiry, after
• • •

the close of the last Mahratt^ >jrar,»and for

the simple reason that it was we who
restored their existence.

Xhe decline of the Mogul power, the

growth of that of Scindiah and Hplkar,

always assisted by the feuds among* the

Rajpoots themselves, had gradualJy resulted

in the predominance of the Mahrattas in

Rajpootana. The Mahrattas plundered and

did not govern.

At the period qf their decline, which dated

from Assaye" and Laswari, the Pindaris

appeared to supplement and complete the

destruction wrought by the armies of Scin-

diah and Holkar.^ Rajpootana was desolated

by these maraudess, and the proudest princes

of India ’were .reduced* to almost incon-

ceivable indigence aiid misery..
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In this desperate* shuation, the power jand

justice of the Englj$fi Government 'stepped

in to restore to these, nobles their lost and

sadly diminished possessions. The first treaty

with Ooclet’pope ^vas signed in January i8i8,

and the Ntahiirana, who had been living in a

state of absolute beggary, was sought out

replaced in the seat of his ancestors.

The'Pindaris and Mahrattas were overthwawn

and “reduced to some sense of order by the
#

exercise of English arms ; but the rulers of

Oodeypofe affected to have a legitimate

grievance against the English because every-

thing they could claim was not restored to

them intact. «
*

• ,

The conduct of the restored princes of

• Oodeypore was not calculated to inspire con-

fidence in, their fitness to govern
;
and the

affairs of the administration became so hope-

lessly .involved, that the active interposition

of English control was adinitted at last to te

imperative. As soon as sortie degree of order

was resfored, and when -the deficit of the
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exchequer had been tcnapofarily filled up,

English ’interference c^ed
;
but the evils

speedily reappeared after the departure of

the English officers. I

There have been five Maharana?> ’since the

treaty of 1818, and not one .ofWi^m has

shown qualities calculated to inspire respect.

Several of them have died prematurely frc^;

the consequences of their vicious excesses.

The Maharanas have varied their disputes

with the English Government by quarrelling

with their feudatories, who are members of

the same ruling family, and not less proud

and incapiable of good than their nominal

chief.
, ^

The population of Oodeypore, or Meywar,

as it is also c^led, is about 1,200,000, and '

die. revenue of the prince is not fqp
. short of

j^6sq,qoo.. With this revenue he maintains,

an arrny pf 14,000 infantry, 6,000 c^valiy,.

^d .538. guns. In ’this revenue, and also in
• •

the stated strength of his force, are included

the contingents and tribute paid, by his
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feudatories
;

but as* the Choon^awut
.
aftd

Sukhtawut chiefs Kgep up for their own

individual grandeur much larger number

of retainers and soldieis than they are liable

to providdl it,follows that the quoted official*

figures’ ^We an under rather than an over

estimate of the facts.

While the Maharana and his chiefs main- .

tain ‘this large military display, and devote the

main resources of their State to the support

of this very considerable number out of the

male population in a condition of absolute

idleness and uselessness, it must not be sup-

posed that these men are what by the most

lenient constcuction could be called efficient

soldiers. They have no* real discipline or

organisation, no knowledge.ofmodem warfare, •

and their*^rms are antiquated. They simply

exist in order to pander to the love of display

of *an«effete and, so far aSacts justify blame

or praise, discredited administration.

Their capacity for misdiief is not • to be

lightly^ challenged, hoyrever, because they

H 2 •
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would make but a sorryshowm line of battle.

They have numbers, ,^d the inclination

as well as the habitud^ for strife, which would

make them capable df accomplishing much

'mischief even when as a regular force they

had been thoroughly vanquished, ^ut there

is no doubt that the numbers of the

. Oodeypore army are greatly in excess of WL

requirements, and the more pressing interests

of the people are sacrificed in order that* the

Maharana may see the streets and palaceS of

his capital crowded with so many thousands

of buckler bearers and swordsmen.

The family of Jeypore is scarcely less

ancient and importanli ^han Oodeypore,

although it is some seven centuries younger

r as a self-governing State. It, too, claims the

easily made and readily granted descfsnt from

Rama. The history of this State in con-

nexion with Delhi, the Mahrattas, and the
r

Company is? similar' to that of its neighbour

in the southern part of the province.

It may be staled here that about half-way
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between these* twp.,places is the* English
• •

district and town of Ajmere, with ‘a strong

fortress and a large garrison. The Mahara-

jah of Jeypore, with! whom we concluded

a tfeafy* in i8i8, died in the same year.*
• • •

of “ the-^os^est debauchery and regretted by

none.” The scenes of confusion and dis-

.^rbance which were witnessed at Oodeypore

were also repeated in this State
; , and

English officers had often to repair the

blunders and .make up the injuries caused by

native iritompetence and neglect.

In one respect Jeypore proved more

fortunate than Oodeypore, for it produced a

ruler of som^e capacity and honesty in Ram

Singh, who followed the example of the

English as far as he coulH, was true to .

his engagements during the Mutiny, and left

his successors an example of public zeil and

prfvafe morality, which, itjnay be stated, the

present Maharajah has hitherto .^own evqry
• «

desire to follow.*

I have reason to modify, thi^ favourable opinion.
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.JeypoVe, with a pofpl^tion of 2,Qbo,ooo

and a revenue of about ;^50o,ooo, is cer-
r r

,

taiftly one of the least heavily taxed and
I

*

the best administered} of the States of Raj-

r pootana. But even it maintains an 'absilrdly
K. *

lai^e force of 15,000 foot, 3.5QO (terse, and

300 guns. This is done, no doubt, mainly

with the idea of not being behind Oodeyporjg-

The
,
army has no duties to perform, .and

is maintained simply from love of display.

While these armies of the. head chief

are thus unnecessary, it will be under-

stood that the forces of the minor chiefs,

who ‘depend upon and imitate him, require

also to be reduced to the dimensions of a
. '

personal retinue. ,

The third of 'che great Rajpoot families is

The Maharajah of Jeypore has shown a ceriSiin astute-

ness id manifesting interest in exhibitions and similar

supposed tokens of civilisation
;
but his real character

is more truly revealed by his violation of the ^ctity

u^lially allow^ to the harem 1^ by his predecessor.

His excesses^ave beeri notorious, and fatal to his cha-

racter and capacity..
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that of Jodhpore, origin of which does

not go further back than the .fifteenth

century. When the* Mogul power began to

decline, Jodhpore suffered greatly at the

hands T)f ^cindiah, who wrested from it the,

strong* to^n ,of Ajmere
;
and none of the

Rajpoot States suffered more during the

.Q’itical period of 1804-18, when peace was

finally given to Central India.

Ip the latter of these years the Maharajah

agreed to Jiay to the English the old tribute

which hifd been demanded by the Mahrattas;

and at a slightly later time he entreated their

aid to reduce the turbulent Mhairy and

Minas to order. The contingent known as

the Jodhpore legion mutinied m 1857, and

was abolished. Its duties were transferred

to the JErinpoora force, towards the main-

tenance of which the Maharajah pays* about

0^000 a year.

H is* total tribute reaches double that sum.

He, too, keeps up anothec exces’siye army of

3,500 cavalry, 5,000 infantry, and 270 guns.
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The population of Jodhpons is 2,000,000.

and* the, rfevenue about. ;^2 50,000. but the

tribute of the dependent chiefs or barons

would swell it to twi|:e that sum.
c

The three principal Rajpoot Sfates. with

a population of 5,200,006, 'maintaio .armed

forces amounting to 13,000 horsemen, 34,o<x?

footmen, and 1,108 pieces of artillerv. Tlj^,

significance of these numbers is grqatly

increased when it is remembered* that ^^eir

total revenue is no more thaij 1,400,000

per annum.

When to these totals are added the forces

of the minor States of Rajpootana. it will be

perceived that the Rajpoot princes alone

maintain a far greater number of armed men

than compose the English garrison for the

whole of India.

The smaller States of Rajpootana, impelled

by a spirit of jealousy and emulation, are

quite as great sinner? in military extravagance
^

as the latter prinqes I havfe named. There

are fourteen other States included in the
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Rajpocrtana Agency, ^besides that of Ton^j,

.'.Iready described as a Mahomedan one.

To take these in their order of official pre-

cedence, Kotah, whosejpresent chief is called

INTahar^o, has a population of half a million

:in:i a revenue of a quarter of a million ster-

The first charge on this income is the

'

‘;yj)peri cf 700 cavalry, 4,600 infantry, with

109 .guns, •

Tbe history of this State is of a similar

character t6 that of Jeypore and Jodhpore.

During the Mutinv the troops broke loose

from contrc)', and murdered the Political

Agent and his two sons.
*

Bhurtpore, under^ Maharajah, has a popu-
• • •

lation of 725,000 and a revenue of ^325,000.

A cavalry force of 3,000 men,* 8,500 infantry,

and 38 g,uns, serve to swelf this chiefs sense

of his owm important e.

This State was founded by a Jat freebooter

about 150 years ago, but its place in histoijy

is permanently assured from several valiant

but unsuccessful defences of its strong capital
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against* English armie%
^
While Kotah pays

a tribute of nearly ;^40,ocx), Bhurtpore, it

may be added, contributes nothing whatever

to the Supreme Government.

Bickaneer, governed by a Maharajah, has

a population of 350,000 and, a revenue of

about 100,000. Its army is of smaller

dimensions, 750 horse, 1,300 foot, and

guns, due as much to English rtMnonstrance

and interference as to the chief’s natural,incli-

nation.

The importance of Bickaneer chiefly arose

fifom its lying on the most used route between

India and Cabul, but since the consolidation

of English power it has lost this artificial

value.

Bundi, ruled by another chief called

Maharao Rajah, comes next, with^^ popula-

tion of 225,000 and a revenue of ;^8o,ooo. It

has 700 cavalry, 1,375 infantry, and 8§ gbns.

^
Kerowli, under a Maharajah, has *140,000

subjects and an. income of ;^45,ooo. Even

this ruler must ojmmand 400 horse, 3,200
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foot, and 40 guns. , IJe was honourably dis?
•

tinguished in the Mutiny by his fidelity.

Ulwar has a population of nearly 800,060
• f

and a revenue of ;^25o,ooo. Its ruler is

styled Maharao Rajah, and he has an army
• • •

of 2,250* q^v^ry, 5,750 infantry, and 350

guns.

* .^ishengarh, with a population of 105,000

and a revenue of 130,000, is remarkable as

the most heavily taxed Rajpoot State, and

maintains ah army of 4,000 men and thirty

guns.

Jhallawar, with 225,000 subjects and a

revenue of 75,000, has 5,000 men*and

ninety guns.

Dholpore, with a popujation of 228,000

and 100,000 a year, has 3,250 men and

thirty-two,guns.

Jaisalmir, whose subjects number 75‘,ooo,

an<r ^hose receipts are only 10,000, has

still his* 1,000 soldiers and twelve piec^

of iartillery.

Pertubgarh, with 1 50,006 people and
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<^30,000 a year, couBt$ its 1,200 warriors
• •

in name and twelve ^ns.
* Banswarra, with 1 50,000 population and

;^30,ooo revenue, has 600 men and three

guns.

Serohi (150,000 population and' 2,000

revenue) is content with 700 men, all told

;

while Dongarpore, which closes the list, be.s*

a population of 100,000, a revenue of

.^20,000. and a standing army ofc 500

cavalry, i,ooo infantry, and four guns.*

These fourteen States, with an 'aggregate

population of 3,923,000 and a revenue of

1, 5 5 5,000, think it expedient to maintain

a total armed force of 45,775, with a large

proportion of mounted men, and an artillery,

more or less inefficient of course, of 907 guns.

I have therefore arrived at the ,sufficiently

starding result that the States of Rajpootana

alone support armies numbering ..nearly
c

P3,ooo men and an artillery of 2,000 guns.

The largeness of‘these figures, coupled with

the fact that no attempt has ever been made
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to employ these armies against us, is the

strongest testimony as^to their efficierity".

But can a greater yraste of treasure and

resources be conceived, than for a population

of nme nfillions to be saddled with the
• • •

maintenartce of this army of more than 90,000

men ? At the same rate British India would

have to bear the cost of an army of not

less than ‘two million men. Are these

facts ’realised by English readers t I trow

not.
•

In addition to Mysore, the Government

of the Madras Presidency has the control

of our relations with three Hindoo States,

viz., Travancpre, Cqphin, and Puducottah.

These are now comparatively unimportant,

and require only brief descriptfon.

The Rajah of Travancore, who established

his authority over the petty rulers of ‘that

province before the middle of the last

century, was remarkable for the fidelity witlj
• •

which he adhered to the side of the English

during the struggle with Hyder Ali. But
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his successor provedr a far less capable

prince, 'and the administration had to be

conducted for him.
f

'

The peculiarity of this State is that the

descent of the reigning family' is* in the

female line. The privilege of adoption has

been conceded, but it is employed not for the

choice of sons, but of females, through wh»m

the Jine may be continued.

The administration of Travancore was

raised to a high point of effidency by Mad-

hava Rao, one of the most intelligent native

Ministers of our time. With a population

of 2,300,000, a revenue is easily raised of

;^6oo,ooo; and an army of 1,700 men and

four guns does not present an appearance pf

being excessive.

The same may be. said of Cochin and

Puducottah, which, with a joint population

900,000 persons ^nd a revenue of ;^i8o,ooc^,

content with 450 soldiers and no artillei^

If , t^ey were Mahrattas or Rajpoots, we

t^ould be asked to sdmit that they required^
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and had a right to raise, a force of n*ot less

than 10,000 men.
• • •

The Government of^ Bombay con ducts our

relations with not fejirer than thirty-one

'feuda*tones* in addition to several of those
' • • •

included ‘under the head of Mahomedan

States. Many of these have disbanded

tljeir armies and accepted their natural posi-

tion as nobles of the Indian Empire
;
,but

others, again, have not evinced the same

good sense, and still squander their treasure

on a useless military organisation.

Of these, Kolapore, which is, strictly

speaking, Mahratta, and might indct d claim,

as the descendant of’Sivaji, the titular chief-

ship of that race, is perhaps the most

important, although the incapacitv of its

rulers has. be^n the most conspicuous, and

die late Maharajah, who was insane, * was

kiU^ in a struggle with, his,keeper. It ,con^

tains a population of 800,000, cqn -boast of 3,

revenue of .;^^3do,poo, and: has an an^ed

force of 1,700 men ai^ 67 guns.
,j,

• • •
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• The nine chiefs included in the South

Mahratta district maintain a combined force

of 5,000 men and iS^guns.

The Maharajah 6f Edar and Ahmed-

nugger, another of the Bopib^y feudatories,

has an army of 2,000 horse and fool, equally

divided, and 17 guns. The number of his

subjects exceeds 200,000, and the amount «of

his revenue is £']0,ooc>.

Six of the chiefs comprising the Rewa-

kanta Agency employ forces * amounting to

1,800 men and 39 cannon.

The Kattywar Agency includes a number

of chiefs, divided into four classes. The

two princip(il are Bhownugger (with a popu-

lation of 403,000 asid a revenue of >^256,000),

who has an arrned force of nearly 3,000

men and 17 guns, and Nawanagge;* (popula-

tion *290,000 and revenue 150,000), which

maintains the exceedingly large army 06 1 ,000

feorse, 4,octo foot, ahd 85 ^ns.

The remaining States of Kattywar produce

a total of 4,500 men jmd 83 guns.
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Thft Maharana of Cutch, who is the second

in imi3ortance to I^olapore, and who gpverns

500,000 people, with*a revenue of a quarter

of a million sterling,* disposes of a force of

4,OQD Bien and 1 1
1
guns.

If these totals’ are added together, it will be

found that tfie garrison of Bombay has to

neutralise, in the first place and before its

other duties commence, these local armies,

which ambunt, in addition to the army of

Baroda and a few Mahomedan chiefs like
• •

Junagarh, to not fewer than 27,000 men and

#37 guns.

The resources, attention, and surplus wealth

of a great part of Western India are devoted

to the mainfenance *of these utterly useless

and wasteful armies.

The Central India Agency includes a

number of States of less magnitude beside

tha great Mahratta territories and Bhopal,

which have been already* described. The

pHncipal of thesens Rewah, which, owing ?o

the infancy of the present Maharajah, enjoys

I* •
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the advantage of being governed by an

English officer.

The population of this State is apparently

not less than two miHlons, with a revenue of
/

;^2 50,000 ; but much' of this is outside the

control of the Maharajah, and '^belongs to his

vassals, the chief of Nayagarhi and the Rajah

of Singroli. The army, hitherto maintained

by the chief of this State, has’ amounted "to

nearly 1,000 cavalry, 1,300 infantry, and 56

guns.

Some steps towards a reform and,reduction

of this force have been taken by the Political

Agent, who is acting as superintendent of the

State
;
but these measures have been carried

out with So tender a r^^i'd for vested
r»

interests, that, yvhen the Maharajah assumes

personal authority, he will find that no per-

ceptible diminution in his stahding^army will

have been effected, while its efficiency owill

have been not inconsiderably enhanced:

. Our relations with this* State have betin
t C

fairly satisfactory ; and as its inhabitants ai'e
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officiaHy described ^by Sir Lepel* Grifi^n,

agent to the Govei^ior-General fos Central

India, as “a singularly simple, pleasant, hnd

well-disposed race,” anlcl as, moreover, Rewah

is a Tety fertile tract—possessing, it is believed, •

very considerable mineral wealth in coal and

iron—it may be anticipated that the people

will derive.many advantages and an increased

prosperity, from their temporary conn^ion

with English government.

But no ad\rantage will prove more durable,

or entail . more beneficial consequences, than

the reduction of the Rewah army to the

modest proportions that its security undfer the

British protection which covers all the races

and States of India justifies, and, indeed, im-

peratively demands.

Severd petty States included with Rewah

in what is termed the Bagelkhund Agency

also maintain 300 men and 1
1
guns, out of a

total idcome of no more than .;^^35,ooo^a

year..

,

(...Those, of Western Malwa, excluding the

I 2
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^^ahom^dan Joura, possess their 750 soldiers

and’ their 14 cannon. Their population is

1 64,000; and their revenue about f 1 70,000.

This greater wealth ?s probably due to the

opium crop
;
but its significance is heightened

when it is remembered that none of these

last-named States contribute the least sum to

the Imperial Exchequer.

The chiefs in the Bheel Agency have 800

men and eight guns
;
and Dew^, wjth a

population of 25,000 and a levenue of

;^42,500, or more than 30s. a head of popula-

tion, has its 750 so-called soldiers.

Irf the Bundelcund Agency, of which

the six principal States are Tehri, Datia,

Samthar, I’anna, Charkari, and Chatarpur,

there is a totaJ native-led and independent

armed force of 2,180 cavalry, 18,420 infantry,

and *345 guns. The combined revenue of

these States, which number thirty, does not

r^ach ;^390,ooo. -

Cases of 'dacoity, robbihg of Government

mails, and oth^r crimes of violence are not
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unfrequent ; and th& vigorous assertion *of
• • *

authority becomes • aecessary, not
^
by ^the

employment of these •forces, but with our
A

own^tij)ops.

The condition of things in times of peace

would. hdweVer, convey but an erroneous

impression of what would occur during a

p’eriod of disorder
;

and the more than

20,000 men whom the chiefs of Bundetcund

coultl brin^ into the field would, I fear, be

found a caus*e of increased disturbance and

not of greater security. Our garrison in the

Central India Agency has consequentjy to

deal with Hindoo armies of not fewer than

3,180 cavalry, 34,oo5). infantry, and 434 guns,

in addition to the forces bf Gwalior, Indore,

and Bhopal. .

There* now only remain the States de-

pendent on tl^ Punjab Government. These

numBer ten of some importance, and five

.small territories which need not be discussed.

Some of them represent *the administration

<;stablished by the Sikl^ .in the Punjab after
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the expialsion of the Afghans, and which
•’ o

continued to exist until the English conquect

in 1849 ;
while the .more important were

saved from sharing this destiny by in-
t

^
r

tervention of the Company -in • 1 809 for the

protection of the States lying oh the eastern

side or left bank of the Sutlej.

The principal of these States, by that best

of airrights, a long alliance, is Puttiala, which

served us well in the war with Nepaul

in 1814-15, attached itself to our cause in

both the struggles in the Punjab, and stood

by oyr side in the most valiant and noble-

rpinded manner in the
.
darkest hours of

1857.
'

^

'

It has been
,
said, with too much haste

in expressing an opinion of such importance,

that it was Salar Jung’s fidelity tKat most

simplified the suppression o^ the historic

rising. The statement has been made still

m6re emphatically ; but if the late Lord

Lawrence had Jieen asked, he would have

expressed the unqualified opinion that the
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staunchness, and th*e 'promptitude with which

their course of policy was decided and

proclaimed, of Puttiifla and his neighbours

contgl^ted more thaif any other act of a

native State towards the gradual recovery of

our position and the restoration of order.

The Maharajah of Puttiala cannot boast a

very ancient descent, but some of the rulers

of tliis State have possessed the physique

and vigorojjs mind denied to the Rajpoots,

with whom they can claim an almost common

origin.

In these Punjab States I have to deal,with

the most favourablf specimens, from every

aspect, of Hnndoo mle to be found in the

country. They possess much of the dignity

of the higher Hindoo Courts, with a strength

and self-?eliance that are almost European.

It js matter oC real regret that there should

already(be indications of fafliily and executive
• •

decay.

The territory of Puttiala, covers 5,419

squaremiles, much of k .the direct grant of
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thfe English Government iti acknowledgment

of faithful service, and contains a populaticMi

exceeding 1,500,000. «• From this territory

the ruler derives a revenue of less than^half a

'million sterling, although .it.s natural advan-

tages would, in the eyes of a MaHratta or a

Mahomedan, necessitate the extraction of a

much larger amount.

Hi?j army consists of 2,750 cavalry, 4.600

infantry, and 109 guns ; and its efficiency as

an irregular force is not inconsiderable.

The relations with Jhind, which is ruled by

a Rajah, who is a member of the same family

as Puttiala, have been egually cordial, while

they go back to a still* earlier -period, viz,.

Lord Lake’s campaign against Holkar. In

1857 the Rajah of Jhind was not less prompt

than Puttiala in proclaiming for the '£ngli.sh,

and while the latter placed 5,000 men ,at

different points for the protection of the

G^and Trunk road, the former had the per-

sonal satisfaction of beings the first to march

against the mutineers at Delhi. „
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Jhind covers 1,295 square miles, with ^

population of 190,00(5 persons, and *a State

revenue of £^0,000. Jfs chief has an armed

forcejo^ 200 horse, 1,600 foot, and ten guns.

The Rajafi of. Jhind who fought during the

Mutiny is destfribed by Sir Richard Temple as

,
“ the handsomest native prince I ever saw.

His height was much above six feet, and he

had the flowing grey beard which Sikhs regard

as the best of manly ornaments.”

iCabha rank’s third among these States, but

its record is not so unblemished. In the first

Sikh war it proved hostile, but on the removal

of the chief and the elevation of his son,

friendly relations werfe restored. .During the

Mutiny the Rajah was not* less active in our

cause than those we have named. Nabha

has 226,<jbopeople and a revenue of ;^65,ooo.

I ts^ force consists of 560 horse, 1,250 foot,

and 25 guns.

Kapurthala, Mundi, and CKamba atte

smaller in extent, and have ^a more recent

historji ;
but while the U§t-named is content
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with i6o .men and fobr* guns, Kapurthala

employs* 200 horse, 1,20© foot, and 15 guas,

and Mundi 1,650 foot,and three guns.

Suket, Faridkot, 5irmur, and ^ilaspur

* maintain 2,850 men and 33. guns,' while the

last five, which are insignificant, kujSport 1,350

men and 10 guns. The total, therefore, of

the Punjab States amounts to an army of tRe

respectable size of 18,370 men and an artil-

lery of 206 guns.

In considering the armies of the native

States up to this point I have dwelt on the

absolute necessity of their reduction, and I

have ventured to hint at the desirability of

their complete abolition*.

But with these Sikh armies an exception

might be made with justice, and on political

grounds also. In the first place, th^ do not

detract to any appreciable extent from jhe

material resource? of their States. Jfi the

s<fcond, they,are not the m^ans of supporting

an alien domination, and they do in some

small way contribute to the preseiration
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of Sikh vitality, whitfh is tnuch to be de-

sirod.

In the third, they might become an impor-

tant auxiliary to our regular garrison in the

Punjab, where jve have an exposed and ex-

tensive frorttiel' to defend. Reasons which

^no other rulers in India could advance can be

produced in favour of these long-attafched

and well-proved allies of the English Raj:

Th£ point to be attained is that these Sikh

armies should* be rendered as efficient as

possible, and that their chiefs should be

assigned some definite part in the defence of

the Punjab whenever an external danger may

compel us to. move the larger part of our

forces to or beyond the frofltier.

At present the Maharajah of Puttiala and

his smaller neighbours and kinsmen command

troops who, although brave and of a martial

spirit, •ojuld not, out of sheer humanity, be

placed in the field,.against a well-iumed an<t

disciplined enemy. At.,the finieof the second

advance into Afghanistan after the Cabul
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massacre,, Puttiala, Jhmcl, Nabba, and Ka-

purthal'a volunteered .their services, which
( r

Avere accepted. Contingents from the armies

of those States were usefully employed in

maintaining communications beyond Pesha-

wur and Kohat, and the aid they rendered

was cordially recognised by the different com-

manders.

But it must be stated that, v'hile it was

most pleasing to the Government to receive

such spontaneous proof of devotion ‘ and

attachment, the service these contingents

rendered was very far short of what it might

have been, and of what it should be our very

first object, to make these Sikh auxiliaries

capable of doing. The rulers of these

principalities have only to realise our purpose,

and to be acquainted with our plans for

attaining it, to heartily combine in a scheme

of military preparation which would give

them an assigned and honourable place, and

while it gratified' their pride, it might also

contribute much towards reviving Sikh^pnergy

and vitality.
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The 'Hindoo armies iof India described

this article, which excludes the Mahratta

States and Cashmere,'amount to the •formid-

able total of 188,475 3.096 guns,

while*Ae l^Iaharajah of Mysore has the right,

if he were ^so Imprudent as to use it, of in-

creasing them by 3,000 fresh troops.

The importance of this vast array is not

to Ipe difynissed by considerations of its

almo.st general inefiiciency, while it must be

remembered that it is not so exposed to

sweeping condemnation as are the Mahratta

and Mahomedan armies, on the ground of

excessive expenditure, and the mainteifence

of a foreign, and'^always imperfect and

sometimes oppressive rult^

We have to recognise that,* whatever their

imperfections, and however enfeebled and

contemptible many of them may be as

specimens of humanity from the conse-

quence^ of long generations given over ^
vicious excesses that are well-nigh incredible,

they are the rulerS of the Soil, that their
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faults, "as well as their virtues, have not merely

the tolemtion of their subjects, but their

sanction, as implied By their faithful imita-

tion.

It is the rare exception among thete

systems of government where a reasonable

hope exists of executing reform, and impart-

ing vigour and strength that have been long

absent. The ruling houses are effete and

incapable on their own initiative of improve-

ment. The worst examples of executive

incapacity and administrative incompetency

are to be found in Central India, in Raj-

pootana and Bundelcund. There also are

the armed forces most excessive.
i

The most favourable conditi'ons prevail in

the territories, dependent on Madras, and in

the Sikh States of the Punjab. There the

native armies, too, are least excessive and

obtrusive. The proportion of soldiers to

population seems to vary with the character

^f the administration for efficiency. In

Kathiawar or Guzerat*the same evils are
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almost .as apparent as^ in Rajpootafta and

Central India.

The treasure of fht State is devoted ‘to

the maintenance of ’jthe largest possible

numhpifc of armed men In a state of idleness.

Military critic^ may tell us that these armies

are little better than a flock of sheep, and

• probably not one of them would avail to

defend the terfitory of its master should any

enemy ha^fe the inclination or the oppor-

tunity to assail it. Therefore they cannot be

justified even on the narrow ground of a

claim to existence in self-defence. They are

simply the creation of the bad passions,^and

of the state of disoader and strife that pre-

vailed before t)ur appearance in India, while

they are the only mark of thiit time which

has survived the consolidation of our au-

thority.

TIhey have, however, a worse and a more

dangerous character. They serve as the

chief means of keeping those passions aliv
'

and they provide the instrument of blood-
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shed hnd plundering whenever the strong

grasp pf* English authority may have to be

relaxed. It may be* true that an En^ish

division would put fliem all to the rout on

the field of battle, but, as the sup/en?o*power

in India, we are bound to aslc by what right

or warrant do the rulers of twenty-seven

million Hindoo people maintain these*

188,000 men in arms, when v^e, who are

responsible for nearly ten times that number

of subjects and vassals, only feejuire a /orce

that falls short of the same numerical

strength.
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IV.

THE FRONTIER STATES, AND
CONCLUSION.

The Government of India has to conduct

relfitions with a considerable number of self-

govjerning States on, and sometimes within,

its, natural frontier, from Burmah to Beloo-

chistan. Although these are all in a certain

sense dependent on English power and

forbearance, their relation with the Indian

Foreign Departmef^t is slightly different from

that of the other Stateg I have described,

with the exception of Cashmere and the petty

territories on the southern borders of Assam.

These latter principalities can also advance,

in*sijpport of their standing armies, an excuse

which* is not available to the other Inchan

feudatories. Thfey are frontier "States, which

implies that on on(f .side the;^ are exposed to
• .

K 2 .
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the possibility of an external danger, 'which

only ' the, difficult barriers of nature render

remote and conjectural
;
and due allowance

must be made for thiS circumstance in con-

.sidering this group of territories.
,

Cashmere may be taken firk, as represent-

ing the ruler who is most dependent on

English authority, and also the one in the

condition of whose territory* it, is most

important that a salutary' reform should

be instituted. Our relations wifh 'this State

have been somewhat peculiar, and differ from

those with the rest of the Indian princes, both

in their origin and in their progress.

At the beginning of the present century

Cashmere w'as stilj subject to Afghanistan.

It remained dependent on Cabul longer than

any other of the conquests of Ahmed Shah,

and the Sikhs did not acquire possession of it

until they had wrested the Peshawur Valley

from the Duranis, and cut off communifcations

between Afghani^an and the valley of

Cashmere. ‘ '
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The importance bf*this loss was 'keenly felt

by the more enlightened Afghans, a^d D.ost

Mahomed, long before he became ruler of the

coung;^, had given expression to the remark-

able sentimeni that “ without the possession

of the rich valley of Cashmere no king of

Afghanistan has been, or ever will be. able to

maintain a lai^e army and the royal dignity.”

In the campaigns which gradually restilted

in the extension of Sikh authority to the crest

of the Himalaya and the sources of the Indus,

a soldier of fortune, named Golab Singh,

played a prominent part, and his services

were ultimately rewarded with the grant of

the territory ®f Jummoo, After <he death of

Runjeet Singh, Golab demoted his efforts to

obtain the recognition and consolidation of

his authority in Cashmere ; and in the decline

of the Kalsa he saw an opportunity of obtain-

ing tti^ wish by attaching himself to the

English.

During the negotiations that brought the

first 5ikh war to a conclusion with the Treaty
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of 'Lahore March, '1S46), Golab Singh

rendered,the English negotiators some assist-

ance, and as a reward ,a separate treaty was

concluded with him a Week later at U rry,ifsur,

. . . • .

by which “ all the hilly or mountainous terri-

tory situated eastward of the river Indus and

westward of the river Ravee, including Chum- ,

ba and excluding Lahul, ’’ w'as made over to
f

I

Golab Singh, with the style of Maharajah.

In return for this concession he paid us the

sum of 75 lakhs, or about three-quarters oi' a

million sterling
;
so that, practically speaking,

Gola4 Singh purchased Cashmere from us.

He did not accept any obligation with regard

to his own subjects, but fie bound himself to

refer all disputes with his neighbours to our

arbitration, to assist with the whole of his

forces our troops when employed in t'he hills,

and not to employ any European or Americfin

without the consefit of the British Govem-

He also acknowledged, the supremacy of
the English, and ^reed to pay an
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tribute of “ one hcffse, *12 perfect shawl goats

of approved breed,(six male and sijf fimale),

and three pairs of Qashmere shawls”; and,

on the other hand, the British Government

promised*to aid him in protecting his terri-*

tories from external enemies. The relations

of our authorities with the Cashmere Durbar

are still regplated in accordance with this

treaty.

Golab Singh lived on till the year 1857,

when his scm Runbir succeeded him. Only

a few months after his accession the outbreak

of the Indian Mutiny necessitated a declara-

tion of policy on the part of the young ruler

of Jummoo^and, ir» common w,ith the other

Sikh rulers, he arrayed hs’mself on the side of

the British.

A contingent of the Maharajah’s army

marched on Delhi, where it was employed in

the* siege operations. Ip 1862 his services

were recompensed with the privilege of adop-

tion, and Runbir has ruled ever since, without

any ,great interference’ on our part in his
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affairs. His managernent € of his State has
•

*

latterly* been marked by less regard for the

opimon ‘of the Indian Government than

formerly.

• A few years ago, on the occasion'^f a

severe famine, nothing but the strenuous

remonstrances of the English Resident

availed to counteract, and eventually to put

a stop to, the tyrannical proceedings of the

Maharajah and his Ministers with regard to

the Mahomedan inhabitants of ihe country.

There is reason to believe that an investiga-

tion would bring to light a state of affairs

quite ‘incompatible with all ideas of good

government.

The population of Cashmere, which is

assumed to covdi" an area of 64,000 square

miles, exceeds a million and a halft while

the revenue amounts to rather more than

;^6oo,ooo. The majority of the inhabitants

are^ Mahomedans of the Sunni sect, while

the ruling classes - are Hindoo, principally

Dogra Sikhs. The territory of Cashmere
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is fairly fertile, and <he inhabitants pursile

mfjny profitable indyStries besides tRe*cele-
• •

brated shawl weaving* now but a shadow of

its former self, which sfwould supply the ready

means of 1I0 ofdyia/y prosperity.

The workmen of Cashmere have a wide

^
reputation for artistic excellence as well as

.‘^kill in mechanical execution
;

but the op-

pression o{ exactions of the officials have

availed to stultify their efforts and to limit

theif success. * The one essential require-

ment in this region is roads, and plenty of

them. Bevond the main trunk road to

Srinagar, which is excellent, owing to English

initiative and ^directitfn, it may bf .said that

no roads worthy of the name exist. Many

of the valleys are isolated from each other,

and during a winter of four months some of

the more remote districts are cut off from all

commtinication with the larg^e towns.

The ravages of the famine were' increased^

by the absence of the essential means of

transporting supplies ; and the Durbar has
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done nothing whateveF to provide wfiat is

required whenever wan,f .makes its reappear-

ance. This omission^ i^hould suffice to con-

vict the Maharajali’s administration of

apathy and incapacity, for. ii; hds entailed

much human loss and suffering ;• but there

is good reason to say that an investigation
^

would reveal much worse, despite the recent

exoneration of the Cashmerian Government

of all complicity in the death of* Mr.

Johnson.

The Maharajah of Cashmere maintains an

army of the nominal strength of 25,600

infantry', 1,400 cavalry, and 160 guns. With

this force he has preserved hi,s authority in

his father's conqudit of Ladakh, and extended

the limits of his .own territory in the Gilgit

Valley towards the Hindoo Koosh* while it

has served as the buttress of the Dogra power

over, the Moslem^population. The e/ifitiency

pf this arniy is about the same as that of the

Sikh principalities in the Punjab, for while

the Dogra or hillm^ of the mixed jaces is
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scarcely as good a fighting man as. the Sjkh

of jthe plains, he is pBo’jpably better arnTed, and
• •

the artillery consists, for a great part, of ex-

cellendy made nativ'e weapons.

The Cashmerian. army also derived much

advantage froln the control of Colonel Gar-

, diner, whose long career represents him as

having been .one of the most adventurous

soldfers of fortune of the present century,»and

of a .^chool^ that has passed away. It must,

therefore, be regarded as being, for a native

led and trained army, in a fairly efficient state.

No doubt it could be shown to swallow up

an excessive share of the Maharajah’s revenue,

and, perhaps, .to be tfie principal cause of that

neglect in the construction'of high-roads and

by-roads from which the people have suffered

so much, ’and will yet suffer more. But the

arniy of Cashmere is to be considered rather

from S. high political standpoint than from one

of finance.

No portion of the Ango-Indian garrison on

the I^orth-West is inttjisted with a task of
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gi'eater importance, from a military point of

view, than is this Casyimerian army, for it

holds the salient angje of our position with

regard to Afghanistan and Central Asia. Of

course, it may be argued that Cashmere is

practically inaccessible from the north-west,

that the passes of the Hindo Koosh and its

spurs are impassable, and that any army

coming from Badakshan or across, the Pamir

would only march to .self-destruction.

It is true that the difficulties to be en-

countered would be enormous, and perhaps

insuperable
;
but, on the other hand, it should

not be lost sight of that the advantages of

success would be correspondingly great. An

enemy in possession of Srinagar would have
1

turned the whole of our defences on the Indus

and along the Afghan frontier, artd would

have gained the rear of by far the greater

portion of the garrison of 50,000 men, Which

^ now maintain in the Punjab.

He would also 'be able to strike his blow
e r

where he chose, at thf most vulnerable, point
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of the Punjab borders. ‘ If we consider the*

quality of the force to.which this OneroiR and

responsible duty is intrusted, we miist pro-

nounce it to be quite ^unequal to the work.

At pfP^ntour share in the administration is

practically nope at all, and we have neither

control of the executive nor as much ac-

' quaintance with the State as is needful.

\Ye only know the natural importance

Cashgiere derives from its position, the almost

boundless possibilities offered by its soil and

natural advantages to the inhabitants, and the

proved incapacity of the Government in

several particulars, which may be a fair Indi-

cation of its general shortcomings. The

minimum of reform with
^
which we should

rest content in the case of Gashmere would

be the acceptance by its ruler of a position

similar to that I have proposed for Puttiala

and* the other Sikh chiefs.

• The Arrangement in his case would have

to be more definite and bip.ding,’ because w^

have less guarantee of his fidelity to our
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interests. It would also have to cover and
I

•

provide for the construction of roads and
i

otlier hecessary reforms for an amelioration

in the material condition of the Cashmerian

people. The duty inefficiently p^rforfned by

27,000 Cashmerian troops and 160 guns

might be accomplished by a properly dis*

ciplined force of half that strength ; and

no ,one who knows the Indian borders will

dispute' the fact that a strong Anglo-Indian

garrison in Cashmere would produce a most

salutary impression along the whole of our

north-west frontier.

It is unnecessary to consider here the

armed and independent Pathan and other
t

^

tribes who hold ^the Suleiman range from

Abbotabad to Kachhi, and who possess a

nominal force of 150,000 fighting men. Nor

does it enter into my province to describe

either the Afghan army or the followings of

^he larger chiefs who pay allegiance to the

"Ameer. ‘

.

But the state of Kheiat or Beloochistan is
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in closer and more fornial dependence* on our

Government, and must be included, among

the feudatories of the Indian Empire. * Khelat

is accepted a.s' embracing an area of 80,000

square ^ni|ps, with an approximate population

of only 350,000. The bulk of the people

live in the plain of Kachhi, which is on the

eastern side of the Brahuik range. The

present revenue is computed at >^50,000 (five,

lakhsj ; but it is steadily increasing ’through

Bri^jsh protection, and may be expected

to reach in a short time double that

amount.

With this income the Khan maiiftains

3,000 armed men, wfjile his principal depen-

dent, the Jam of Las, has^about 1,000 more.

The Beloochees make fine saldiers, and the

two regiments raised from that nationality

have earned a good name in several of our

ware. It is desirable that these regiments

should be increased, when Beloochistan wjll

be undergoing that process of development

towards providing 4n efficient and auxiliary
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force which I have ventured to indicate for
*

«
• '

the SiWt principalities.

,

‘In Khelat, under our guidance, the revenue

has increased, tranqu'illity has been restored

to the State as far as the desert pf ^Vekran

and the Persian frontier, at the same time

that something has been done towards pro-

moting the efficiency and good conduct of the
'

Khan’s army.

On the eastern frontier there are several

small States in somewhat similar l-elatioqship

with us, but of these Munipore is the only

one that needs description. Munipore is a

hill 'State lying to the south of our province

of Assam, and touching on the further side

territory which, although nominally Burmese,

is really inhabked by independent tribes. It

is a State of considerable natural resources,

including minerals and salt, and has long

been in the closest alliance with our Gpvern-
t

ment.
I

* The Maharajah rules from his capital of

Imphal 1 25,000 subjects,"who occupy territory
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described as being* 125 miles in* length Sind

100 miles in breadtl^. His revenue doe§ not

exceed jC,t,ooo a year, but his followers in

addition owe him military service. The army

of this .State is computed at 500

artillery, 400 cavalry, and 4,400 infantry.

On several occasions a detachment of this

force has cp-operated with our troops in

intlKcting Chastisement on the turbulent tribes

to the south
;
and the conduct of the Maha-

rajuh has hehn uniformly guided by a desire

to show his gratitude for our having obtained

his independence of Burmah in 1826 by the

Treaty of Yandaboo.

I have nojw only •to consider 4:hose States

on the northern frontier C)f India and within

its geographical limits, as. Burmah must be

held excluded from this survey for the same

reason as Afghanistan.

Df these there are only* two, Bhutan and

‘Nepaul. With regard to the fpfmer, whitfe

is an exceedingly little khbwn and difficult

countiy, it need only Ije said that we have
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been twice compelled, in 1772 and 1866, to
L

'

engfage in hostilities with fits ruler, who is

known as the Deb Rajah. On the first

occasion Warren Hastings successfully de-

fended the plains of Kuch Behar, against the

marauding attacks of its inhabitants, and on

the second, after an arduous little campaign,

the fertile districts known as the Duars were

ceded ‘to,us in return for a small annual

payment.

The mountaineers who inhabit this territoiy

are now restricted to its more remote re-

cesses, where their -immoral system, based on

the practice of polyandry, effectually prevents

all prosperityt or natural developrpent, Bhu-

tan is described ais a fertile region in one

half, and as containing some of the grandest

scenery along the Himalaya in the other half.

But there is too much of greater importance

and of a more pressing character to be done

e^^jfewhere, tp justify us in applying the
t-

remedy of ann^atSon, although there is no

doubt that the result \yould well repay the toil.
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J^epaul is a State which, were it pif the

northern instead .of thfe southern Side of the
• • • •

Himalaya, would deserve the position of an

independent kingdom quite as much as

Burmah or A^hanistan. But as it happens

to lie within the geographical limits of

Hindostan, and more especially as being

contiguous ^to the very weakest point on the

whole of our borders, and as a paramount

Power cannot admit the pretension of equality

within its j\irisdiction, it necessarily follows

that Nepaul must be considered among those

great feudatories which are dependent upon

our sway.

Our relations with Nepaul gp back to the

period when British influence had first become

supreme in Bengal, In f7^7, only ten years

after Plassey, the Rajah of Khatmandhu,

who was one of the Newar kings, applied to

us for assistance against. the Goorkha chief

Prithi Narayan, who then held him hqrd

pressed, and Captain Kitiloch was sent with

a small force to help him.
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The difficulties of the'Terai, the thick belt

of jungle 'which separate^ Nepaul from

Behar, proved too muclj for the English
#

troops, and the force was 'compelled to retreat

without having come into collision with' the

Goorkhas. The Newar king, being thus left

to his fate, was soon vanquished, and Prithi

Narayan was in due course recognised as

Rajah *of Nepaul.

The invasion of Tibet by the Goorkhas,

and the counter-attack on Nepaul' by the

Chinese in 1 791-2, produced a disposition at

Khatmandhu to conclude a closer connection
t

with the English, and, as the first preliminary

towards the attainment of •'this object. Major

Kirkpatrick was sent to Khatmandhu for the

purpose of negotiating a treaty of commerce.

Before he reached the Nepaulese* capital

the Chinese had completely triumphed, and

the Goorkhas had, been compelled to fign
f

an ignominious treaty. Under these altered

circumstances the* English alliance lost its

attractiveness, and Major* Kirkpatrick, after
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several months’‘abortive discussion, was’com-*

,
pelled to return without his commercial treaty.

During the nin^ years following these

events Nd^aul was* a prey to internal strife

and cohfusiou, and the frontier was disturbed

by frequelit raids. In 1801, however, a

treaty was negotiated by Captain Knox, who

took up his abode at Khatmandhu as our

first Resident. His residence did ndt prove

very protracted, for in 1803, after several

dynastical changes and scenes of bloodshed in

the capital, accompanied by a persistent dis-

regard of the obligations contracted by treaty.

Captain Knox was withdrawn, and the treaty

was declared to be no longer Irinding.

After this our relations with Nepauh

consisted of sustained . but unavailing re-

monstfances at the continued acts of hostility

committed along our borders, and on more

thin, one occasion the encroachment of the

Goorkhas thr^tened to entail an bpen •

rupture. In 1814, after repeated but always

futile efforts to settle the points in dispute.
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war' was formally declared*^ Upon Nepaul, and

the year ‘1815 witnessed*^ the* most doubtful

campaign in which Englishmen had been

engaged in India since’ the deaiSl of Harder

Ali.
. .

•

‘

It was not until the following year that

Sir David Ochterlony retrieved the credit of

our arms and obtained the ratification of the

Treaty of Segowli, by which most of the

Goorkha conquests, including the gre&ter

portion of the Terai, were ceded to ils.

After this war the governing' power gradually

passed from the hands of the Maharajah into

those of his Prime Minister, and Bhim Sen

Tappa, the •great uncle‘ of th? late Jung

Bahadur, attained ahd employed the influence
t

of a maire du palais.

The policy of the Minister was evfen more

unfriendly and exclusive than that of his

•master had been ; and the relations b^tii^een

Qdcutta and. Khatmandhu could only be

s^led satisfiactqry ’on thp assumption that

there was no necessi^ for any to exist ^t all.
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The internal ^listurbances ,were several,

^
times renewed, ^ilenhe success dnd arro-

gance of the Tagpa family raised up the

jealousy and hostililj'’ of the other chiefs,

l?hini Sen Tappa was at last deposed froTn

his place of power, and several members of

his family were banished, while he himself,

after two j^ears’ fancied security, was brutally

tortured and killed. The Goorkha .Durbar
* • . .

.

still clung tenaciously to the possibility of

fecovering'what it had lost at the hands of

the English, and during the Afghan war of

1 839-42 it intrigued in several directions for

the purpose of forming a league against iis.

Emissaries from’* Khatmandhu were dis-
• • •

covered, not only in R^pootana, Hyderabad,

and Gwalior, but even *in Burmah and

Bhutan.

In 1841 a corps of observation was

despatched to the frontier, and was only

removed on the Nepaulese chiefs signing an

engagement to* be well behaved and to

maintain the peace. At this conjuncture the
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state of renewed distut’bance throughout the

country*, und 'the return 'qf^he Tappas to
< g- ^

*

power, left the Goorkh^ less attention to

devote to marauding' expeditions on the

‘Behar frontier.

Matabar Singh, the nephew of Bhim Sen

Tappa, was recalled from exile in 1843,

intrusted with power ; but his rejoicing

proved of short duration, for within the
<

*

space of two years he was murdered » by
order of a rival, who rejoiced in the favour

of the Maharanee. This act was the signal

for increased confusion, out of which Mata-

bar’s successor, Jung Bahadur, managed to

extract for „ himself personal fame and

advantage.

The Maharanee was banished and a new

Maharajah was proclaimed ; and it was said

with some truth that Jung Bahadur waded

through blood to the power he attained.* ‘ft

shquld only be stated, in fairness to him, that

had he nOt struck boldly at his enemies, he

would have shared Matabar’s fate.
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One of Jung •BeKadur’s first acts
^
was

to pay a visit to England, which fhay in a

certain sense be termed memorable, and

which certainly produced a different impres-

sion on bis n^ind fr6m that made by a similar

•tour on the* agent of the notorious Nana

Sahib.

One anecdote will serve the place of a

paragraph* of description. Nothing^ in ‘Lon-

don * impressed the Goorkha chief like the
«

vastness of the extent of the streets, and it is

recorded how on one occasion he ordered his

coachman to drive him from the extreme
• •

point of Notting Hill to the place where the

houses stop on the 'eastern sid^of London.

Long before he reached* his destination he

repented of his purpose, exclaiming, "Enough

!

the Queen has no more faithful subject than

I.” That he was as good as his word the

his*tory^ of the Mutiny clearly showed
;
and,

indeed, the whole of his subsequent Ufe

proved him to be staundi’ in his belief in

English power.
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* The population of Nepaul is uncertain, but

it is gerferally accepted 'as being about thi;ee

millions, while the State revenue may be set

down as not less than half a million sterhng.

Our knovdedge of Nepaul js .prattically nil

outside the capital and the -road thither,

despite the efforts of the earlier Residents

and, in more recent times, pf Mr. Brian

Hodgson, Dr, Oldfield, Colonel Rjamsay; and

Mr. Girdlestone to add to our information

;

*

for the policy of the Durbar his been rigidly

exclusive and marked by great su^icion.

'

Neither official survey nor unofficial travel

has been permitted outside the beaten track

to Khatmandhu, although the,policy of the

Durbar has been* framed on more friendly

lines than was the case in the earlier

years of the century. Yet it has been

during this very period of alliance that the

present army of Nepaul, with its regular and

well-armed raiments, has been created, and

this army musteis* litde, if anything, short of

100,000 fighting n\pn. A cannon foundry
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and arms factory exist* at Khatmandhu,, and

n^iny of the officers ‘and 'drill-sergeahts have

gained their military ^kill and experience in

those* brave Goorkha regiments which are the

pride of <5ur ga^ive army.

• When the* Nepaulese Durbar entertained

an^itious schemes during the first Afghan

war it poss^sed no regular army to give

practical effect to its wishes, and the followers

of the chiefs afforded but an uncertain force
• •

to enable the* Maharajah or his Minister to

execute a policy that required great resources

and a lai^e army. Mr. Brian Hodgson had

before that perceived the opportunity of re-

cruiting a lajge nuAber of these hardy hill-

men for our own service?

As far back as 1833, this gentleman, who

is still lining, had written that “ the Goorkha

sees in foreign service nothing but the pros-

pect •o( glory and spoil.”* It was in the

execution of this design that the fir^t Goorkha

regiment was raised beforfe’ the advance into

A^hMiistan
;
and it may be stated that .it was
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virtually annihilated m the defence of Carikar

in

The recruiting of -Goorkha sepoys was

checked principally by the resolve to increase

the army of Nepaul, and oijce 'the Indian

Government refused to avail* itself of the

opportunity afforded by the existenon of

30,000 Dakreeahs, or soldiers off the roll,

the* occasion did not recur, for the Durbar

absorbed them in the ranks of its own army.

Only the more adventurou's were le'ft to

escape from their own recruiting agents to

those of the English, posted at convenient

places near the frontier. The important fact

is that in ^ the last forty years a Goorkha

brigade of nearly <5,000 men has been formed

in our army, and at the same time a Nepaul-

ese army of 100,000 men has Come into

existence.

The question with regard to Nepaul' is not

ene, therefore, of moral responsibility as to

the manner in v^hich the administration is

carried on
;
nor cai^ it be said* seeing that
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NepaulTias been si\cqpssfully invaded l)y the

Chinese on one occasion*, and that .it* was

engaged with that State in a second*war of

doubtful result thirty yefirs ago, that an army

of everf ipo.ooo man is excessive for the
• •

requirements <jf the country.

We have not the official information to

justify our making any decided statement

as to, the ^ortcomings of the executive or

the condition of the people, and "besides

offickil infofmation there is no other.

In Nepaul we have to deal with a revealed

political danger. It forms an imperium in

impej'io which cannot be despised, and Aust *

not be disregarded. ‘.Its soldiers,^ we know

to our own satisfaction, arejbrave and daring.

They have the military instinct which, how-

ever we njay affect to regard it, is the thing

that our traditions and our education teach

us tb believe most admirable. They are the

more formidable because they require less
q[

European leading than any other Asiatic race
*

with whom we have ?:ome into contact.
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. In Nepjiul we haveftQ deal with a potential

dangdt ‘of fnore than ordinary significance.

In some respects it may be compared to

Afghanistan
;
but bot^ in position as r§g§.rds

our own territory and in union 'among

themselves the Nepaulese must, be considered

as being more formidable than the Afghans.

While our whole military system has been
• •

adapted to insure the security of* the nprth-

west frontier, very slight preparations, have

been made towards repelling attack from

Nepaul. Should the Goorkhas ever produce

a great leader without the prudence or the

'other distractions of Jung Bahadur, the peril

would assume a more*' tangible form than,
• •

fortunately, it can be said to possess at present.

Then it A^ould be recalled that the

Khatmandhu Court had striven tojbrm and

head a lez^ue of the princes of India against

us in 1839.

, I am only stating facts when I say that the

army of Nepaul is^the most formidable native

force in Hinddstan
; that* the position of that
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State is strategically dangerous on. our 'most

exposed flank; and^ tfiat/ despite th& lOyalty

and devotion of Goorkha sepoys, the policy

of ^hatmandhu is nefther as frank nor as

friendly aSiis desirable, and, indeed, necessary.
• • •

^

^Jo occasion should be lost of inducing the

Nepaulese to pursue a less Chinese form

of policy towards our Government.
• m

I .will now summarise the results wjiich
• ,

I have been allowed to place before your

readers in fhese articles. In Feudatory India,

excluding all the frontier States except Cash-

mere, there are the following independent

armies :—The Mahrattas, with a populatfon of*

6,250,000 and a StatV revenue of ^3,300,000,

maintain standing armies qf a total of 59,600

men and 1 16 guns
;
and it is \fell known that

they coujld place a still larger number of

trained men in the field if they felt disposed

to dobSO.

• The Idindoo States, with a population of

27,000,000 and. t revenue- of ;^8,000,000,*

keep up armies 01 188,475* men and. an

artilfeiy force of 3,096 guns.
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•Cashmere, with a population of 1,500,000

and aVevenile of /^6oo,»qp, adds 27,000 men

anci 160*guns to the list.

Now, all these Stages are, strictly speak-

ing, Hindoo, and grouping them together we
.
* • •

have a combined population of 34,750,000^

a revenue of 1,900,000, and armies of

275,075 men, with 3,372 guns.
• •

The Mahomedan States have a«popul^tion

of 14,300,000, a revenue of ;^5. 240,000, and

standing armies of 74,760 men,* with 865

pieces of artillery.

The result of this survey of Feudatory

•India is to show that a total population of

49>050>ooo (there are another million in petty

States which do n(jt keep up armies), with a

revenue of 7, 140,000, maintain armies

amounting to 349,835 men, and ai% artillery

composed of 4,237 guns.

There are several standpoints from which

it^is necessary to regard these gigantic totals.-

In the first place, it is clear that if these

armies are necessary to 'provide the men of
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^

the hative Stat^ with an occupation, as is

edited by those whp desire to find arguments

lor their existence, *our native arnfy is*only

one-tenth of what it bught to be.

IT ’lesg than fifty millions of people require

350,000 soldiers not only to defend, but to

provide them with a career, it necessarily fol-

lows that 200 millions of precisely the same

people must require four times that number.

But instead of 350,000 men weliave little

mpre th&n .100,000 natives. Moreover, it

must be remembered that our army of these

modest dimensions not merely protects these

fifty millions of people, in commqn with the

direct subjects of <he English Crown, against

foreign attack, but it prevents them from

engaging in internecine strife.

It su0ices to discharge a double task, but

there is no question that -the burden of its

dtity is very much increased by having to

meet the domestic obligation of watchmg

these armies at the same, time as it has to be

so distributed thit it may 'best defend an
•

M ’•
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extensive frontier, and , repel a possible

externaf danger.

At the most moderate computation it

follows that these forced are seven times^tcjo

numerous
;

but as they vary in efificrency,

and as the most numerous and excessive
.

are not the most formidable, a reduction to

one-fifth of their present strength would meet

all thei exigencies of the case.

This reduction would have to be carried

out in a gradual and delicate manner; aad

the strongest reason against delay is, that if

the solution of the question be put off it will

hWe to be .applied in a more violent manner

and under a sjense of emeigency.

Of course, proud .princes like the Nizam,

Scindiah, Holkaf, and others may prefer ex-

tinction to the deprivation of the righuto keep

up the military display to which they have

gradually accuston;ed themselves; although

thi% is to my mind doubtful.
0
They will in turn receive, of course, certain

concessions that may flatter their vanity, and
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render palatable change that .will, a short

.time after it has hefen effected, be admitted to
• • •

be salutary. A smtill minority may chafe at

the .assertion of our rnoral right to provide for

the effectual defente of the whole of the pen-

insula in the least costly manner to its in-

habitants and in the most satisfactory way to

ourselves ; but the majority will acquiesce in

whatevef we may decide and whatever we

may take the trouble to see carried out.

• If there ^re a few who will resist a salutary

change, it is better that their ill-will and the

scope of their ambition should be revealed

early than late, and that we ^ould fufly

realise at what the^ are aiming..

We should be asking of these feudatories a

concession, and we should be willing to make

them a*return. If their forces were reduced

in the first place by one-half, and on the

asstin^ption that all recruiting was stopped for

a stated period, and then only_ I'ecommenced

for an army on a reduced basis, we should te
* »

able^to reduce our garrisons of vigilance, and
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perhaps even to withdraw some of them

altogetlief.

The advantage to the people of India

would be immense, as the forces maintained

at great cost in .Southern ‘and, Qentfal India

would be available for duty on the frontier.

The people of India have as direct an

interest in this question as we haye ourselves,

for it is their money that is being squandered

in the maintenance of these intolerably laige

armies. The principle of mutiSal disarma-

ment is not applicable to this matter, because

it is already becoming very plain that our
• *

own Anglo-Indian army is too small for the
*

extensive duties which it iias to perform, and

that if no change is made in these independent

armies, it will have to be increased.

But we can and we should diminish our

garrisons in native cantonments. Of course,

as a guarantee of. good faith, it would be

necessary tcJ procure the surrender of arms

and the closing of all ride factories and cannon
• f

foundries.
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The question is of‘hardly less,importance

jf regarded by tha Kghf of the’financial con-

siderations involved.
,

I have endeavoured to

show throughout thit the maintenance of

these forces^ carries with it^a high rate of*

. taxation
; and the total result will bring this

fact still more clearly before the reader.

Feudatory^ India, with a population of less

than fifty millions, produces a revenue of

seventeen millions sterling, while British

India, with fbur times that population, is con-

sidered over-taxed when it raises fifty

millions
;
for opium and railways do not come

under the head of taxation from the people.
^

But the real difiference is st^l greater, for

the sixty millions of Bengal produce the

latter proportion of our revenue, with the

consequence that the bulk of our Indian

subjects are still less highly taxed than those

in native States.

The inhabitants of these native States ,are

not merely heavily taxed.* They are taxed

for only one of two objects : the maintenance
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of .a standing army, o*r /or the sake of en-

abling *tbe chief or prince, to make a display

suitable to his Oriental (^ncy.

Of the seventeen mifiions raised, more.than

'twelve are devoted to these purposes. I

believe this to be under, rather than over the •

mark
;
and consequently the cost of these

native States to their subjects^^ with hardly

any return at all, does not fall much short of

the maintenance of the whole of our garrison,

both English and Indian. Thd cost of the

armies alone very far exceeds that spent on

our native army.

* Now we are told that India is a poor

country
;

ai\jd the stateJnent is true to a

certain extent. It is certainly much too poor

to bear the wei^t of these useless armies in

addition to its regular and necessaty army.

It has to pay the cost of a European adminis-

tration, which is by necessity expensive ;
mnd

it js due to it in return that it should receive

the fullest benefits m our power to bestow.

W.e have done two things which no one
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can deny. We ha\4e 'established .justice and

the power of the lajv* an'd we have pr&erved

peace in a country .which before our time

had ^Iways been a pfey to war. We have

not donei these things in only a limited por-

.tion of the .country. The Pax Britannica

is complete and unqualified, from the Hima-

layas to Adam’s Bridge.

But there is no certainty of our being able

to continue this good work if we allow new

hostile conditions to come into force, and

make no effort to adjust or alter those that

have hitherto existed. The native armies

might have been tolerated if they had not

acquired increased ^ciency, improved arms,
• •

and a greater perception* of the advantages

of union.

Thesefforces are no longer what they were,

•and they are steadily improving. They have

a teadency to become moi;e popular with the

‘people themselves, just as the difficulty

attracting Sepoys into our own regiments

increases.
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‘The significance of* tb«r existence is cer-

tainly ‘net diminished by the consideration

that they are supported^by a group of princes

who often succeed in iiibreasing their revenue,

while ours remains practically stationary.

The threatened gradual decline of the

receipts from opium—which w^ pointed out

in The Times before the reports from our

Consuls in China as to the increased growth
(

in that country of native opium furnished

proof on the subject—menaces it‘in so vital

a part that less attention is not likely to be

attracted to the large revenues raised by our

feudatories for selfish purposes, and, in most

cases, withojit conferring any solid benefit on

the States it is ^heir privilege and good

fortune to rul6.

For Imperial purposes, for the advantage

of India as a single State, their revenues are

not merely wasted. They even necessitate

an expenditure on our part in placing corps

at places where o^erwise ‘they would not be

wanted.
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Were these territories the cefitres.of an

.expanding trader the seat of matked .pros-

perity, we should j-etire abashed from the

task of criticising, and admit the immeasur-

able superigrity of native rule. But such is

• not the case. Without exception, trade is

stagnant, h^npered by excessive transit dues

and by the .want of roads.

•The people are over-taxed, disheartened,

and, in their misery, anxious to accept any

employment, however averse they may be

to these new occupations on the ground of

caste, scruples or pride of race.

This lamentable condition of^ things is

nowhere more Conspicuous .than in the

larger and more influential States.

It is rendered more grave* and approaches

more Tiearly to overt oppression where

differences of religion between ruler and

ruled ^create antipathy and cover tyranny with

a cloak of religious zeal. ’
«

•
* •

There are two causes Common to them all

:

• •

heavy taxation for the j)urpose of maintaining
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an army, a'nd the excessive employment of

the able-lJodieid men' in 'a» service where it
• c

behoves their dignity to do no menial labour.

Remove them, or even* mitigate them, and

the official repofts from our Indian ‘Agents

and Residents will not require that copious

excision and revision to which tj^iy are now

subjected before publication. ,,

For* all^ these reasons the subject of the

native armies of Feudatory India is one that

presses itself on the attention of those who

are responsible for the welfare and tranquillity

of that^country.

Whether* they are considered from the point

of view of a political danger to qurselves, of

the waste of vast sums of Indian treasure, or

as distracting the attention of their rulers to

vain dreams of pomp and ambitioTi from

necessary duties of administration and pro-

vident legislation, there can be but thp 6ne

verdict, that* they have no right to continued

existence.
‘ '

• •

Their present exce^ive dimensions have
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been attained through the apath^ifc^illf''Eng-

lish Government,'ahd the difficulty'jof dealing

with them has been increased in proportion

tft their growth in numbers and efficiency.

But <ia,(y;s are, I think„sufficiently start-

ling to remove the scales from the eyes of

persons mo»e blind to the state of the case

than our o^cials can be said to have ever

been ; arid the realities of our gosicion in

India are n'ever likely to leave us the oppor-

tunity of even seeming to be blind to the

magnitude of the evil of which these armies

are the cause.

We defend India for the benefit of all its

inhabitants,^ and, fhoreover, wa defend it in

Eufope quite as efficiently as we do in Asia.

We garrison it, not merely*against external

aggression, but in order to put an end to

Mahomedan insolence, Mahratta oppression,

and ^indari turbulence. •

We are there on behalf of the"toiling lyot,
%

of the thrifty trader, of the millions who are

sick of the law of.violence, and of the
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encH,ess"‘^a^^al to arms • that " characterised

every rulfi before our owh. ,

These Feudatory States are not only the

representatives of every form of outrage^aitd

superior strength wreaked m thp pa5tt)n these

people, but they have also acquired by our

toleration, by the opportunities that increased

wealth and continued peace hauve placed in

their han^s of purchasing weapons? a power

of engaging in warfare, and a capacijty of* in-

inflicting mischief on each other, and on the

inhabitants of the rest of India, far in excess

of anything possessed by their predecessors.

In India we are responsij^le for the conse-.

quences of oTir acts as well as ibr the. acts

themselves.
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